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c. SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES Ai'ID ACCOUPLISHMENTS
(a) Adult Work-Highlights
Eight Home Demonstration Clubs have held ninety-four meetings
during the year with a total attendance of thirteen hundred
and ninety six. Of these forty were attended by the Agent
with a total attendance of five hundred ninety four�
The above shows a close resemblance both in total meetings and
in meetings attended by the Agent to those of the previous
year. The program seems to have leveled off after a trans­
ition of several years because of the expanding 4-H Club
Program.
To show this transition the following figures may be cited.
Year Days devoted to Days devoted to-
Adult Work 4-H Work
1945 166 118
1946 l4l 143
1947 134 160.
1948 116 16�.
1949 125 154-*
�: These figures should be increased to 192 for the year 1948
and to 168 for 1949 because both years an Assistant Home Demo�
...·stration Agent doing full t:ime 4-H work were in the County to work
with the Agent in preparation for the Junior Agricultural Fair� In
1948, Mrs. Elizabeth Eby came and in 1949, Miss Marietta Shoup.
Obviously there is no time for the Agent to work at an expansion
program because of a very full schedule. The lack is felt mostly
in the northern part of the County and with the Yum.a-Mesa homesteaders.
An Agent to relieve the Agent of part of her present program would
greatly help the Home Demonstration cause in Yuma County.
There are calls from organizations which each year depend on the
Home Iemonstrationr Office for part of their program. This current
year the Agent has served nine organizations, other than Home
Demonstration Clubs, each ydth one or more method demonstrations
during the year. There have been other requests which the Agent
has "b� been able, because of a full program, to fill in person.
Other than this, such organizations as the Arizona Home Economics
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c. SUlIJARY OF ACTIVITJE) ANJ? ACCOMPLISHUENTS (centd)
Association, Yuma' Chapter No; 14, Orde� or- the' Eastem Star,
The Zonta Club, and Delta Kappa Gamma Educational Assoc­
iation, Parent-Teachers and Church org�zations have been
served by the Agen�.- A CountY-ldde program in nutrition,
clothing and Home Management was planned with the State Off'ice
and has been carried out.
�rorRITION
In January of 1949, the Nutrition Specialist was in Yuma County -
for a local leader meeting on "Favorite Mexican Dishes" featur­
irig the actual preparation and.serving of a buffet luncheon.
Its nutritional value was developed in a round table discussion.
This meeting was given back to all groups sending leaders--eight
clubs in all�
The Agent has found repetition among clubs of nutrition leader
meetings or previous years such as: "Holiday Meals" featuring
a poultr.r dressing demonstration; �Grapefrui.t Desserts" featur­
ing uses for local grolm citrus; �paration o£ Food Materials
tor Freezing".
-
There have been demonstrations by the Agent, in addition to those
by 10cal leaders, on Home Pasteurization of Milk; lfays of Using
Dates in Menus; Egg C.ooke17; Christmas Sweets.
In rood preservation, actual help has been givan in the preser­
vation of meat, poUltr.r, dates, figs, citrus juice and segments,
peas, tomatoes, sauerkraut, peaches, pears, plums.
Freezing is, to a good extent, replacing canning as the s�d­
ard method :for preserving foods. As near:ey- as can be detennined,
the following totals represent the food preserved as a result
of the Home Demonstration program in Yuma. C.ounty during 1949�
6000 quarts of fruit canned
16000 quarts of fruit frozen
4500 quarts of vegetables canned
10000 quarts of vegetables frozen
2500 quarts of meat canned
25000 pounds of meat frozen
As in previous years, the Agent has ansvrered inquiries and dis­
tributed Extension bul1etins on freezing and canning of roods;'
child care and training; food preparations and selections;
gardening; menu planning, etc.
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c. SUllllARY OF ACTIVl'l'IES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS (Cont'd)
! bulletin boUd in the Agent' s Oftic� has" served to dispense
AfIIl bulletins on the various phases or nutrition. Among these
may be mentioned the follow.i.ng: Hane Curing of Dates; Hqme
Freezing of Fruits and Vegetables; Freezing JAeat.and Poultry
Products; Money Saving Main .Dishes; TurDrey on the Table the
Year Round.
The State Clothing Specialist spent seventeen days in the County
in the interest of the adult program. On, all occasions her
subject 'was "Tailoringn� In February- a Leader Heeting was held
with thirty two Leaders representing ten_organizations� This
was the fore runner of' a ,Tailoring School begun in September;
The school has been very thorough resulting in not only thirty­
five beautif� tailored suits and coats made but, what is more
:imporliant, in thirty five leaders with subject matter training
for aduJ.t and lrH leadership in the county. The school was an
outstanding success.
There have been eighteen adult method demonstrations b.r the Agent
during the year on Tailoring Teclmiques; Dress Forms; Bound Button
Holes and Zipper Fasteners; Christmas To7S.
" .
There has been a spread of infl.uence in all. communities through
local leaders. More than one hundred women have made Pressing
Equipment as directed in the pamphlet prepared by the State
Clothing Specialist entitled nSimple Equipment Needed for Tailor­
ing" • It is estimated that more than f'iva hundred families have
been assisted b.1 the adult and 4-H program.
HOME If..ANAGEMENT AND FAMILY. ECONOMlCS
As in previous years, household· accounbs are being kept by- the
major portion of' Home Demonstration Club members. fhe practice
is in pari; due to the Home Demonstration program. However, for
several years now, income tax. returns have,been the.·biggest
factor in making the practice mandator.,r.
The state Home Management Specialist spent five, days in the County
in the interest of the adult program. The subjects presented at
Leaders meetings were beying techniques under. the caption "Out­
'Witting the Dollar" and "Refinishing Furniturett• In addition
she came to the County the very last of l�ovember last year and
conducted a Leader meeting on "Problem Windows". Obvious� all
the follow-up for this last meeting has come during the current
year. This year the leader meeting "Refinishing Furniture has come
the very last of, November so that the follow-up must ,?ome next y�ar.
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C� SUl&J.ARrY OF ACTIVITIES .A1'D ACCOMPLISHMENTS (Cont1d)
, I , " • ....
During the tirst three months of this year, the Agent
gave back the subject matter on "Problem Windows" to
six groups using the ,illustrati�,material lett in
the Co'1mty by' the Specialist. On seven other occasions
this material was' loaned to ]a aders tor use in their
respec�ive groups� Arter the Leader meeting in :March,
the Agent gave back, the subject matter on "outwitting
the Dollar" to tiva group s. The illustrat�:ve material
or kit lett by the Specialist. was used by Leaders trom
ditferent groups six times.
'
The IIProblem Window" demonstration has brought good re­
sults in all commtmities. It is estimated that more
than one hundred homemakers have followed through with
the suggestions made. One all dq Home Demonstration
Club work meeting on the Making of Drape� was supervised
by" the Agent.
The ma1d.ng of slip covers and re-upho1ster.y ot furniture
continues to be practiced in all connnunities as a result
ot Home Demonstration wor� Most o£ these practices are
a result .of demonstrations in previous ,years. 'During
'the current year six demonstrations' or all' -day 'WOrk meet­
ings have been held by' the .lgent� There has been a Ie­
port ot nine such meetings being conducted by Leaders.
There have been others not reported.
JUNIOR WCRK�HIGHLlmrrS '
A combined report for 4-H Home Economics, and Agricult ure
Club Work is being submitted in a separate, report.
HO'Wever since the time of the Hane D�onstration Agent
was, more than hali', devoted to 4-H"Club 'Work, it can
scarce� be omitted trom her report.
In addition to supervision of �H Home Economics projects
in the County, the Agent. has spent t:ime with the prepar­
ation and operation of three majOr events in the County,
as follows:
,.
(1) A County Junior Agricultural Fair
(2) A Rodeo Parade
(3) A County Recognition Event
As in previous years, the Fair this year required much
time in preparation. As usual the Home Economics
'
6�
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C. SUMl5.A.RY OF ACTIVITDS ArID ACCOUPLISHMENTS (cont' d).
� - . -. . . .. �.... ... ...
divisions we�: ' '(ll'Endbits; -(2) Deni�nst�ations;'
-
(3)
JUdg:Lng� TwO 'hundred ana thirty eight-· 'girls'e:xhibited from
one to five articles making a total exhibit of well over
a thousand articles. The quality of all divisions showed
an improvement over previous years. There were thirty­
three demonstrations including Clothing, ,Food Preparation,
Food Preservation,
.
Da.iey' Foods, Home Management and Home
Furnishings. The judging, included contests in both Clothing
and Food Preparation.
A Float was platmed and executed to publicize 4-H club
,
'WOrk at the time of' the Silver Spur Rodeo. Woners in­
cluded a committee of J.t,..H leaders,lImlbers and staff mem­
bers. Bui1t from beginning to end, the float highlighted
a globe with the map of the world covered with green and
white ftlglitters". The inscription read "Better Living
Today�Better World"Tomorrow'l.
The Recognition Event, again- this year, took the fom of
a banquet nth 4-H club members, leaders, and parents
invited. Awards for the year were made: Club, Comty-,
state. This current year Yuma County' p�aced firSt in the
follow.:1.ng State Home Economics contestsi Dai2y Foods
Demonstration Team; Dair.r Foods Demonstration Ind1vidual;
All Round h,-H Club Girl (Santa Fe Award). '
During the �ar a tota1 of' twenty-one �H Clubs in Clothing,
Meal Planning" Food Preservation and Hane Management were
supervised br the Agent. Because of our climate; the maj�
portion ot project work was carried during the school year.
For the past four years locaJ. acbievements have not been
he�d, as previously, in the spring of the year, but have
been incorporated with the Recognition Event previousq
discussed; In the northern part of the COln):ty, however,
local ach:ievement events were held in 'May�
(B) STATISTICS
" .
From the statistical report is the following:
Dqs 'spent in Adult Work
Dqs spent in 4-H Club Work
Total for year
Days spent in Office
Dqs spent in Field
Total for .,year
l25
154
279
61
218
279
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c. SmowtY OF ACTIVITlES AND ACCOJlR,ISlD4ENTS .(Cont1d)
Da78 spent on Projects
Organisation and Planning 84
Iaprovement and Equipment 34
iutritioD and Heal.th 64
Clothing, Family EconaniC8,
Parent Educa1;1011, Communit7
Lit. 97
Total tar Tear 279
8.
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C. SUD.A.RY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS
(c) Local factors 1n!luen9.iDg the work of the Home
DeaonatraiIonAgent inI_ County, ... modifled by
local cCIlditions, most of mich have to do with topo­
grap� and climate. For this reason, a8 in previous
years, a brief explanation seems justified. While the
total acreage of Yuma County is in round figures six
million, or one-twelfth of the acreage of the entire
State of Arizona, nevertheless the total acres on which
cultivated crops have been grown has been relatively
small. Since the 1940 census about twenty-tive hundred
acres of land in the South Gila Valley and on the area
north of the former ArIUI' airport have come into cultiv­
ation for the first time. And now, with the Wellton­
Mohawk project an assured thing, the above promises to
be changed.
However at present, the acres under cultivation in
Yuma County is little more than two percent of the
total. In general this low percentage is due to un-
used land divided into soil highly productive but with­
out water suppl.y, and hard pan plus caliche desert soil
including small mountam ranges of comparativel)" lar
eleV'ation. Of the land Under cultivation, approximately
one-third is farmed by tenants while two-thirds is omer­
operated.
There is, as in previous years, a high percentage of
shifting rural population. These factorsj that is
distances to travel and large transient population,
make follow-up checks of much more than average dif­
licu!V • Local leaders, also, can not tunction as ef­
fectively as in man,y other sectians.
In some localities in Yuma County, the soil and water
are of such mineral content as to make the growing ot a
haae vegetable garden very ditficult. Because Wltil the
year 1942, vegetabl.es were available in our Yuma markets
in good variety and for much less than these particular
'communities could produce them (irrigation costs, etc),
the practice of home gardens was confined to the upper
and lower Yuma Valley and communities where the salt
soil is not prevalent.
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SUlBfARY OF ACTIVITIES A.ND ACCOllPLISHl4ENTS (Cont'd),
I
C.
Taken in Ma7 sharing the Dese�t in bloom•.
'
Another local factor influencing Home Demonstration Work in
·lUlDa County is the llexican population•. Approximately one­
third of the count,- is Mexican. Of these Mexicans only a
small percentage (approximately seven percent) are naturalized.
These are highl,- patriarchal. in famil,- life. This accounts
tor the tact that ..hile the children are accessible tor ex­
tension work through the schools, the women are practically
unapproachable. There are, however, women in our Home Demon­
stration Clubs who speak Spanish and who have acted as inter­
preters in all cOJllJDUDity projects •
•l1t1011 should also be made ot the Indian population. There are
two Indian ReserYations as tollows:·
(1) Colorado River Agency located at Parker.
(2) The Cocopah ReseI'Yation, located in the lower Yuma Valley•.
There is also the Fort Ytuna Indian Agency located on Ird.an Hill,
in California, Directly across the river from Yuma.
10.
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c. StJDARY OF ACTIVITIES AND ACCOmLISHMENTS (Cont'd)
For the past few years, the state policy has been fOr Ex­
tension personnel not to work directly with Indians. This
year this policy bas been done 81&1' with. Already steps
bave been taken to carry an Extension ·program with the new
settlers in the Parker area as told later.
(4) Form of Org&Dization
Yuma County Home Demonstration work is organized under two
headings as follows:
(1) Work with Adults through regularly organized Clubs;
throllgh clubs other than those primarily organized
for Home Demonstration work; through home visits;
office and telephone calls; through individual. and
circular letters; through newspaper articles and
radio broadcasts.
Begularly or�anized Home Demonstration Cl�s include the follow­
ing areas: (l) Yuma vicinity (2) Upper luma Valley- (3) Yuma
1iesa (4) Somerton (,> Gadsden (6) North and South Gila. (7) Well,ton
(8) Roll and Tacna. .
.
.
All Home Demonstration Clubs have a roster ot members in the
Agent's Office and notices ot meetings are sent to each membet;.
Club programs bave been initiated at a County Home Demonstration
Council meeting when club representatives, the Agent and State
Office representatives have formulated a calendar for specialists
work in the County and for subjects to be presentea based on
needs and interests. As nearly as possible, programs for the
clubs have been planned on a yearly basis. However, during the
current year, as in recent years , it has been diff'icult to realize
this canpletely. Limiting factors have been: shift in interests;
change in duties of club members; prolonged summer heat.
In the various. subject matter fields, one spring local. leader meeting
DS held in the field of clothing on the subject "Equipment for
TaUoring". This was followed this Fall by a TaUoring School when
club representatives actually made coats and suits. In the fields
of nutrition and of Home Management one local leader meeting
in each has been held With, of course, the specialist in each
field in charge. In Hane Furnishings, the Home Management
and Furnishings specialist - conducted one meeting late in November
ot last year. The follow-up was done entirely during the current
year.
11.
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c. SUlUARY OF ACTIVITIES AID ACCOI4R.ISHYENTS '(Cont'd)
, -
DuriDc the year, the Agent has given back to clubs subject
utter obtained at Extension and other meetings outside
the Count,. as followsl Annual Extension Conterence meeting
in Tucson, Decembe:; 1948; Extension Radio School, TucSCll,
Februa17, 1949; Country Lite Conference, Tucson, April, 1949J
Arizona Haae Econaaic Association Keeting, Phoenix, April,
1949" State Haae Demonstration Conference, Broken ArrQll' Banch,
September, 1949 J Annual Extension meeting in Tucson, November,
1949.
The work of the Agent entaUs, in additiOD to regular meetings;
UlV' home calls, telephone calls, conterences , publicity
measures, etc.
As in past years, an effort bas been made to suPP17 homemabrs
with the latest published material in the Haae Demonstration
tield. This current year and last year this task bas been
suplitied. A bulletin board has been installed in the Home
Demonstration Agent's Oftice, now located in the Court House
in the COllllty Agent's headquarters. In addition to the use
or this bulletin board, bulletiDB are.distributed at meetings
and. are mailed upon request.
!he Count7 newspaper continues to be helpful in forwarding
HQIle Demonstration work in the CounV. Specia1 meetings have
been announced and visits of the State workers to the Count;y.
The Agent has, on occasions" furnish�d articles as the need
bas developed.
Yuma County's Badio Station, KYUK, has continued to be very
cooperative. Since early in the spring ot 1946, a titteen
lIinute period once a week has been used by" the County Ex:tension
Oftice. The Agent has taken her -turn· at this broadcast
time and has presented timely Home Economics programs. A
tew times this has taken the form of a dialogue with some
one else, but in the great majority of cases, the Agent has
GlOne it alone. In all, seventeen broadcasts have been given.
12.
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D. mOGBAJ( OF WORK
(a) Factors Considered and 1fethods Used in Determining
Program of Work.
As previously" stated, the Agent bas made an effort to keep
the program of work as· near17 lUliform as possible. A great
aid in this direction bas been the County Bane Maker. Council
and the State Country Life Conterence. That is programs
have been planned with club leaders, With state workers, end
with other club women in the county. B�ever, this practice
has not interfered with the established plan of inquiring
preferences fran 'WOmen in a ttenclance at meetings as well as
trail constant study or local conditions.
During the war years and extending into the post-war period
there have been certain modifications in program or .ork
necessary because ...omen have been anxious to do their part
in war program, because the labor shortage bas increased
haae duties and because of lbdted markets. For instance I
lean markets in read1'-to-wear clothing and present high
prices have stepped up home sewing. Then the shortage of
yardage and present decided change in styles have meant
that women have continuouslY' asked for advice with makeovers.
As a result of such local needs, certain projects have been
carried ,ven though they have not been state projects.
The local leader movement began in Yuma. CountT in the Fall
of 1939. Because of limiting factors it, at first, functioned
OIl a limited basis only. The past year and the present year
have seen the biggest advance in the movement partJ.,.. because
..caen are interested in the 4-H Club movement and ..ant to help
in every 11'&7 possible and partl7 because theY' are eClDing
to the r eal1zation that the movement has real worth.
Handicaps in the loca1 leader movement have had to do with
travel distances, clima.te, etc.; and these handicaps, of
course, continue. From the beginning the movement has been
carried in cooperation with the State Bane Dem.onstration
Starr and after plans have been formulated at State Confer­
ences. Because Yuma, Count,.. has had Hame Demonstration work
since the work was first inaugurated into .Arizona en d be-
cause pre-establismnent discussion of the local leader move­
ment had not met wi. th favor, the Agent, has fran the beginning,
_de a special errort to make the surroundings as pleasing
as possible tor an added appeal. Until the fall of 1943,
meetings 'Were held at the Agent'shane and social aspect was
1ncl�d. In 1943, because it was necessary to curtail.travel
as much as possible two centers were established and the work
repeated in these centers. In 1946, the local leader move­
ment resumed pre-war status.. At that time, the Home Demon­
stration County Council held a luncheon meeting at the·
Kiss lIariel Hopldns
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D. PROGRAl4 OF WORK
Agent's home, officers ..ere elected and the following
County goals were accepted:
1. Each club work for a certificate of achievement.
2. Jlake possible a yearly ph7sical check up for every
rlll'al WClD&l1.
3. .An adequate lunch tor every school child.
4. fo establish at least one result demonstration on
housing in each canmunity •
The club goals suggested to be submitted to the various
clubs for approval were::
1. Improve club kitchens.
2. Establish calling week.
3. At least one annual family get-together.
4. Start building fund for a club house.
llequirements for a certificate of achievement bad been
set by the S�te Office as follows:
1. One meeting each month, minimum eight meetings a
year.
2. Satisfactory secretary book.
3. 1'ake part in a county or local achievement . day; or
a tour or exhibit.
4. Reports-Minimum two stories a year.
5. Majority of active members attend each meeting
(club decides who is active)
6. Car17 at least one project with local_leader giving
the subject matter back.
7. A representative attending each county meeting--state,
it possible.
S. Sponsor at least one community activity.
1947 saw the realization of part of the above goals. Three
Home Demonstration Clubs completed requireDlents for a Cert­
ificate ot Achievement. All centers publicized the possibility
of physical examinations, at the Cancer Detection Centers in
Phoenix and in Tucson.
An excellent school lunch was established at Wellton for the
first time .and the movement was initiated by the Home Demon­
stration Club. A building was built in the school. yard with
the summer especially- for the Cafeteria and equipped with
large electric refrigerator, institutional gas stove, adequate
counter, sink, table space, dishes, utensils, etc.
1li88 Marie1 HopkiDs
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D. PROGIWI OF WORK (cont'd)
At the present writing it is still being opef&ted by the
waaan originally employed who is a HClDe DelBonstratioD
Club member.
School lunches a' e at present writing being operated in
all. schools where Heme Demonstration families attend and
in all cases they are permanent institutions rather than
make shift affairs.
Building funds for club houses are, at present, being
worked on bY' the following clubs: Korth GUa; Gadsden;
Rood (recentlY' reorganized as the Upper Valley Hane Maker's
Club)�
The North Gila Club has raised funds and purchased chairs
for the school building which is serYing _them as a club
house, they' bave purchased a Butane Cooking- Re.nge�, and a
large crude oil heater, have installed cupboards toward
a club ldtche� have supplied dishes and table forks
and spoons, have made temporary curtains and have installed
electricitY' tor lights and tor a cooler.
_,
This last named has been made possible through a long time
program. For as long as the Home Demonstration Agent has
been in the County, the North G:ua Club, with the help ot
the Agent, has been trying to secure electricity- for their
valley. Last year they were at last successful. ElectricitY'
was turned on tor the first time in June, 1948. It has al­
reaq, shawn effects in the growth of_the valle,y. ,Most homes
are nOW' equipped with good cooling systems and lights. Now
all communities in Yuma County are supplied with electricity.
The Gadaden Club for some twenty five years has had its own
Club House. It is a one room frame structure with a small
kitchen and entry way. F�r years it has served as the'c om­
.unity center for club meetings, for voting, for Farm Bureau
_'etings, for youth organization meetings, for Sunday School,
etc. Three years ago, a youth center building, was erected
across, the road fran the school house and has absorbed some
of the flmctions of the Women's Club House. Since the building
was originally an inexpensive- one, twenty five years of service
has weather,d i1; considerably, and the club has decided'to sell
it and to work toward building again. They now have consider­
."1. funds tOlrard that end.
The iood School building has not been used for schoOl purposes
for three years, children being sent to Crane School instead.
The Hane Demonstration Club has during this period, made
16.
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efforts to have' the school established as a COIl1IluniV
Center building. This would entail, among other things,
iDstalling rest roaDS and a kitchen. With the help or
the State Extension staff
1. blue prints were drawn up
tor such instalJ.ations. JJevelopments have been s�01f be­
cause until this Fall the district had not made final de­
cision about re-opening the school. The matter has finallY'
been settled and the Board ot Education has promised to make
funds available for the inStallations as planned. However,
much mUst be done in the matter of planning tor upkeep,
etc. The Executive Committee of the Club plans to meet
with representatives from the Farm Bureau to see what can
be done.
(b) Influence of State end National Agricultural AgencieS.
These Agencies may be listed as: Agricultural Extension
Sen1ce; Farm. Labor Office; Farm Bureau. Except for 4-H
Club work, Home :Demonstration work in Yuma County is quite
distinct trom other Agencies. HOIf'ever correlation does oc­
cur caaing natur� rather than from a planned program.
Until last year, the independence came from the fact that
the otfice of the Home Demonstration Agent was in her am
haae. This came about orig:ina1 1 7 because of the crO'tYded
condition in the COlUlV Court House. There was no suit­
able plac'e for the Home Demonstration Agent IS Orfice.
Earl.y in the spring of 1947 J the Agricultural Adjustment Admin­
istration Offiae was moved 'out of the County Agricultural.
Agent's headquarters. Thus office space became available.
Considerabl.e remodeling.1ras done putting in partititions,
etc. J so that each of the three Agents CQuld have a room of
their, 0It1l with a general room and a general reception roan
as weil. While the. room tor the Home Demonstration 4&iIl'
is smallJ it is quite conveniently set .up with deskJ, filing
cabinets, bulletin racks and bulletin board. Telephone calls
continue to come mostly to the Agent IS home. This is to be
understood since for twelve years women Called, the Agent be­
fore or atter hours in order, as they say lito catch her in".
� L
Farm Bureau meetings in Yuma County were largely d.:is;J:)ntinued
during the,war and were not revived to � extent until last
year.
Except tor two meetings (Yuma. :Mesa Veteran's Farm Bureau;
Crane Farm Bureau) when the Agent 'WaS on the program, she
bas not been privileged to attend lt�arm Bureau meeting�
17.
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during the current year. The reasons bave been a verr
full program and mileage expense. The Farm Bureau, past
and present, has been very cooperative nth Home Demonstration
..ork.
(c) Project Activities and Besults
1. Organization
Sub-Project �Farm Organization
The town of Yuma is the center of interest for all the south­
ern part ot the county. Rural people without exception cane
to Yuma tor shopping and a large percentage ot them have bus­
iness interests in Yuma. The t own is increasing rapidly in
population and this increase is largely due to agricultural
developnents. The civic interests of the town all have part,
membership fran. the surrounding rural. camnunities. For this
reason it bas always been hard to dra.. a line between urban
&Dd rural activities.
It Jla::! be of interest to here state that the suburban section
just south of Yuma and referred to as Yuma Mesa wa;, in 194.5,
incorporated into the city proper. This is a residential
section .here the Agent goes, from time to time tor meetings.
More than ten miles beyond is another section which is stU!
.
known as the Yuma Mesa and ..hose Principal industry- is the
grcwing of citrus.
This Fall, as before stated, a black topped desert road
bet.een Yuma and Quartzsite has been opened which makes
transportation much less difficult.
At present the desert road between Yuma and Quartzsite makes
transportation much easier and the people in the northern
part of the county more accessible than at a:rrr tine in the
past.
In Yuma County needs of the different camnunities are varied
and so the Agent can in no wq limit her serY'ices to being a
specialist in one line of "Work.
There is a high percentage of very 1I'el.1. educated women in
the clubs nth which she works so she must ever beDD the
alert that the material she gives is up-to-date and sound.
This also operates to make the data given, adopted f'or use.
The Agent finds thB.t practices are quickly worked out by
the groups in question to incorporate needs in a practical
way. A,J a, whole, the county is very reticent to do anything
18.
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tra a campaign angle, but people ar e serious minded
and energetic in making the most ot. anY' opportunities
t.or advamement which can be made practical. It is
.
with this in mind that the Agent endeavors to make her
program service really £unction.
Sub-ProJect B-Haae Economics Extension
As previously explained, the County Hane Demonstration
Program, as much as is feasible, operates .trom the State
Home Demonstration Office which in turn operates fran the
Agricultural Extension Service Otfice at the Universit,­
o! Arizona. Yuma County is allowed its share of the ser­
vices of the State Clothing Specialist, the State Home
»anagement Specialist and Extension Nutritionist.
In addition the CO'Wlty is visited by the State Leader ot
Home Demonstration work and by the State and Assistant
State _4-H Club leaders in the interest of the Agent's
program. This current year, ldiss liaeyetta Shoup, Home
Demonstration Agent at Large, was in the County from
March 1st to 12th helping with preparations for our
Junior Agricultural Fair.
As previously told under C (b) work with adults in Yuma
County is carried out in part. by regular11' organized clubs
called "Home Demonstration Clubs·. For the past tour
years the number of such meetings attended, in person, by
the Home Demonstration Agent bas been curtailed by the
increased demand made upon her. time� by the 4-H Club program.
There have been, however, Home Demonstration Club meetings
directed in subject matter by the Agent and the Leader
meetings, but actually conducted by local leaders.
December;
1.
2.
21.
Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
Salome Home Demonstration Club
North Gila Home Demonstration Club
Jan;u.arY;
6.
ll.
12.
Wellton Home Demonstration .Club
North Gila Home Demonstration Club
Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
Februarz;
3.
s.
Wellton Home Demonstration Club
�ood Uome Demonstration Club
,.,
19.
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larch·
-'8. .
21.
22.
23.
AFil;
12.
13.
22.
27.
IlaYJ
17.
18.
20.
2S.
June.-'
. 14.
15.
Jull; .
26.
27.
!!I.
North GUa Home Demonstration Club
Sunnyside Home Demonstration Club
Rood Home Demonstration Club
'
Wellton Home Demonstration Club
North Gila Home Demonstration Club
Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
Somerton_ vicinity-Home Demonstration Club
Wellton Home remonstration Club
North Gila Home Demonstration Club
Gadsden- Home Demonstration Club
Sunnyside Hane Demonstration Club
Wellton Hane Demons tration Club
North Gila Home Demonstration Clllb
Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
Rood Home Demonstration Club
Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
16. North Gila Home Demonstration Club
18. Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
26. Roll Home Demonstration Club
Sept.
13. North G:iJ..a Home Demonstration Club
28. Wellton Home Demonstration Club
29. Roll Hane Demonstration Club
Nov.
-
6. 5c:aerton vicinity Home Demonstrati9n Club
12. Gadsden Hane Demonstration Club
-27. Horth Gila Home Demonstration Club
31. Rood Home Demonstration Club
3. Somerton Vicinity Hane Demonstration Club
8. North Gila Home Demonstration Club
10.. Rood. Bane remonstration Club
21.. Sunnyside Home Demonstration Club
23. Roll Home Demonstration Club
2S. Gadsden Home Demonstration Club
20.
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Sub-Project. C-Bane Maker Councils
A County wide home maker council ....hose function is to
determine program content tor Home Demonstration work in
the COlUlty, is becoming more and more a reality. By' will'
of recording progress made to the present time, the fol.l.ow­
ing is told: During the war period, it was impossible
to hold County wide home maker councUs because of the
restrictions �travel which war brought. The Agent found
it necessal7 taffrail group to group in order to. forsula:te
plans. These groups decisions were pooled for a county de­
ciSion•. '!'hen it was she met individually with program can­
mittees and planned with them. for the 7ear for this part­
icular club. The Victory Year Book, supplied bY' the State
Oftice, was used for posting these programs, and was dis­
tributed to members.
In the Fall of 1946, the County- 9tfice published its own
Home Jraker's Year Book. In it were found: County goats;
club enrollmanti officers; suggested program subjects;
H__kers creed; a calendar of monthly meetings. Also
scattered through the book were timely quotations and there
was space for note taking. The form for this year book
came froa the state office. . The details were worked out by"
the County Council.
In the Fall of 1947, there still were on band a sufficient
number of these Homemakers Year Books to supply clUb members
so it was decided to use the books f or the seecnd year. The
supply was thus canpletely exhausted.
In the Fall of 1948, it was impossible to make new Year
Books because of the shortage of stenogrfhic help. Tbis
current year, year books are being delayed but should be
readT by the first of JanWU7.
However, I last year and this year, have seen a real advance
in Home Demonstration planning ·through the Homemaker Council.
In October of 1948 a Council lleeting ..as held in the Business
and Professional Women's Club House in Yuma. Unlike previous
such meetings, it :was thrown open to any Home Demonstration
Club member who might Wish to attend. Notices ,were sent out
the middle of September enclOSing a card for repll'. The card
asked their preference for a noon lunch; paper sac� lunch,
potluck; luncheon served at cost. The last named was the
unanimous choice. The program was as follows:·
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1211S p•••
1:15 P.1I.
Panel discussion ot Country Life
Conference by the fifteen Yuma
County delegates who attended
Buf"tet Lunch
Program
UtOO A. K.
The Field ot a Home Demonstration Agent-Mariel Hopkins
The Expanding House- . Grace Ryan, Home Jlgmt SpeciaJ.ist
What's New in Clothing--- --Helen Church
HGI' an EntOmologist can help, a Homemaker-Dr. Roney
Technicolor Fila-----..what's NeW' in Freezing Foods
Election of Otticers----Jtrs. Janet McElhaney, Presiding
Program Planning------Kiss Jean Stewart in charge
Selected for Club stu� was the following:
Foods and Nutrition.
Use of Plentiful Foods
Preservation of Foods b.Y Freezing
New :Methods of Freezing Citrus Foods
.
Hutrition
Clothing
Making Over Clothes
Tailoring ,Techniques
Selection of Foundation Garments
lfaldng and Buying Children's Clothing
Home Dry Cleaning
Laundering Wool 5w'eaters
Basic Patterns
Home Furnishings
Color
Problem'Windows
Draperies
�pes ot Furniture
Fumiture ,Rejuvenation
Furniture Finishing and Repairing
In October of 1949, a Council meeting was beld at Clymers
Tea Room in Ywna. All communities in the southern part of
the county were represented by one or more delegates. The
program was as follows:
22.
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10:00 to 10,)0 A.M.
10:)0 to 10:40 A.K.
10:40 to 10:50 A.ll.
10:50 to 11:00 A.M.
11:00 to 11:50 A.M.
u:50 to 12:00 Boon
12:00 to 1:00 P.Il.
1:00 aJI.
Registration
Highlights ot the YlDIa County' Agricultural.
Prograa....A.l Face, County Agric. Agent
Highlights ot the Yuma County Houe Demon­
stration Program-J4&riel HopkiDs, Home
Demonstration Agent
Highlights ot the Yuma County 4-H Prograa­
Bob McCreight, Ass I t County Agric. Agent
Planning the Nutrition Program-Reva
Lincoln, Extension. Nutritionist
State Fair Entries-lira.· Clyde Oaines, ·
County Chairman, Home Economics Exhibits,
Arizona State Fair
Buffet Luncheon and Social Hour
Planning the Bane Demonstration Program­
Jean Stewart ,- State Leader, Home Demon.­
stration Work
Division Chairmen:
Clothing ]irs. Cloa Cannon
lutrition lOrs. Lucille lfcE1haney
Home l4anagement and lderior Decoration-llrs. Betty Frauenfelder
Recreation & Community Activities-Mrs. Adele Wright
Arter group discussi ons, the following recommendations were re­
ported back as follOW's:
Clothing
1. Continuation of Tailoring School
2. Wardrobe Planning
Individual Styling
Individual: Color Schemes
3. Pattern AJ.terations and Correct Measurements
4. Introductions of new Fabrics
Nutrition
1. lleals that can wait
2. Salads using local grown foods
3. Freezing foods
Hane Management and Interior Decoration
!
1. Refinishing furniture
2. Lighting-Making of 1ampshades
23.
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bereation and Communitl Activities
1. Library consid8ration
2. Health Considerati on
Sewage
Brucellosis
Fluorine
Cancer research
3. Beereation
Square dancing
Roller skating
Baseball, basket ball, volley ball
Leadership school in recreation
On Oct�er 17, the Sifting Canmittee made up'(1he Division
Chairmen and the Agent held a luncheon meeting at .the Agent's
home. The following calendar was adopted for the year 1950.
January-Lamps and Lamp shade School--l4issl Grace Ryan,
Home llllanagement Specialist in charge
February.... that can Wait-Leader meeting-M].ss Beva
Lincoln, Extension Nutritionist in Charge
March-Salads using Local Gram Foods-Leader meeting-
)liss Reva Lincoln, Extension Nutritionist in Charge
April--(After the Junior Agricultural Fair) Special Wood
Finishes, Miss Grace Ryan, Hane .. 1lanagement Specialist
in charge
�--Pattern Alternation--Leader meeting--Miss Helen Church,
Clothing Specialist .. in charge
June--Yuma Countr.y Life Conterence--Mohawk Valley School-­
Miss Jean Stewart, State Leader, Home Demonstration
Work in charge
Afternoon: Movies on Freezing Foods
Family pot luck supper-contests for attendance, etc.
sponsored by 'Wellton-Mohawk Kiwanis
Evening: Dr. Roney, Extension Entomologist in charge.
Movie on Brucellosis and on cancer control �
Ootober--County Home Demonstration Council meeting--New Fabrics
by Miss .Helen Church, Clothing Specialist
Family Credit by Miss Grace Ryan, Home Management
Specialist .'
November--Wardrobe Planning-Leader lleeting--Miss Helen Church,
Clothing Specialist in Charge.
Atter consultation with the State OrficeJ_ the follOWing dates, for
the year 1950 have been set far 'Work in .tum County. Certain
modifications have been necessary, as might be expected to conform
with the state program. The use of specialist with 4-H club 'Work
bas also been included.
Miss Jlariel HopkiDs
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Janua17 23 to 28
4-H Clothing Leader Workshops
Talloring School AChievement meeting
February 13 to 18
Nutrition Leader Meeting "Jieals that can Wait-
4-H Leader J4eal. Planning Work Shops
llarch 16-17
lutrition Leader »eeting "Salads using Local
. Grown· Foodsft
APril 25-26 �
Hane Furnishing Leader »eeting "Special Wood
Finishes"
Jiq 5-6
Clothing Leader :Meeting ·Pattern Alteration"
lIq 8-9
County Homemaker Council lleeting...J1.Plans fer
Achievement meeting in Junell
June 16-17 .
Clothing Leader l4eeting-IlPattern Alteration"
June 19-20
-
County Home »akers Achievement "Yuma County Countr7
_ tile Oonference.
September 25-27
Home Furnishing Leader Meeting "Lighting"
Oc1iober 4
County Hanemaker Council Keeting "Program Planning-
October 12-18 and 24-25
Home Furnishing Work Shop "Lamp Shades II
November 16-17
Clothing Leader Meeting "Wardrobe Planning"
Organiczation -3�P�.A- ir- 4-�Ji.�
A request bas come from the State Ortic,e that a separate
report should be submitted for 4-H Club Work. It is deemed
advisable to also include the report in �he Home Demonstration
Agents Marrative :tor the follOWing reasons:
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(1) )(ore than halt ot the tille of the Agent was devoted
to Jt-H club work.
(2) Printed Form ES-2l (Rav.f..ad April, 1949) by' the Ex­
tension Service .. W.sh1ngton, D. C., states ."The Annual
Report-is a record of the year's 1forle-is the inventory
of the past years' efforts".
Fro. December, 1948 to December, 1949, Home ltconomics 4-H
Clubs in Y1IIla County have been in operation . and have shown
completions. Data is submitted tor clubs 1fhose year's work
closed in October. C lube organized since then will be sub­
mitted in next year's report.
lei CLlJ!S Showing Completions During 1949
Cloth4PI Enrollments
Bouse 6
Crane
Jlerq)lalrers 18
Clover Leaf' 20
Jo� Commuters 18
Gadsden
Stitch and Cactie 6
GoGetters 21
Horth Gila 7
Parler
Stitch & Stir '6
.
S and Sitters 4
Quartzsite 6
Roll.
Busy Bees 13
Wellton-Mohawk S
Salome 4
Somerton
Beauties 28
Talkie Tallers 27
Singing Sewers 20
Wellton 16
Wenden .,$
Yuma Kesa 8
Completions
6
14
.t.O
16
Q,
21
�
4-
t
13
!L
4
24
22
18
16
3
8
)lEAL PLANNING AND FooD .. PREPARATION
Bouse
Crane
.
Meal Planners
Merl7 llaJiers
Joll7 Coanuters
6
9
q
10
4
7
�
$
26.
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Gadsden
Stitch and CacJile S 3
Go Getters 14 12
Parlier
Stitch and Stir 10 9
Sand sifters 6 4
Quartzsite 4 4
Boll
Busy Bees 13 13
Wellton Mohawk 3 2
Rood
Merr.y Meal Pl�ers 10 6
Salome 4 4
Somerton
. Beauties 28 24
Talkie Talkers 27 22
Singing Meal
Planners 20 18
Wellton 16 16
CANNING
Crane 7 5
Gadsden 10 10
Boll 2 1
Wellton I 5 5
FREEZING
Crane 7 5
Gadsden 6 6
Roll 1 1.
HOB FURNISHINGS
Crane ! 3
Gadsden 2 2
Parker ;1, 2
1ID4E J!ANAGEllEllr
Crane J4.. 2"
Horth Gila 3 3
ParlEr � 2
2'7.
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GIiIS JUlIOR lEADER
Bouse
Crane
Gadsden
Roll
Somerton
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
l.
2
409 I493, .
Percent ot completions 83
The above figures are tor enrollemtns in the' var.lous Home
Economics projects. Obviousl1" a good m$l'\Y members were en­
rolled in more than one project. The number ot Yuma County
4-H members carrying one or more Home Economies Projects
during the year, 1949 and show.i.ng one or more completions
il 237.
During the current 7ear the Home Demonstration Agent has
spent fifty' rive percent of her time with 4-H Club Work.
This is a decrease of eleven per cent as eompared with the
preT.i.ous year. Boweve'r, the last tour 7ears hjl!4}.. required
more than halt the Agent's time while prior td'Vle adulL program
took first rank.
For the past tour years Y_a Count7 has had an A.ssistant Count7
A.griculi; ural Agent who has been organization Leader in 4-H
work tor the .County. Jew features have consequentl1' been intro­
duced into the;program, such ast A Junior Agricultural Fair;
Recognition Banquet; night meetings for the older 7outh, Count,r
CoUncil meetings. All bf these events have made an increased
demand on the Agent's time.
In addition, the Agent has been called on many times to "pinch­
hi1;" for leaders. Leader movement is each year showing an
iJIIprovement with this current year· the best.
state worltrs who have visited the county for one or more days
during the current year, in the interest ot 4-H Home Economies
club work are as follows:
JANUARY
)(iss .Reva Lincoln Extension Nutritionist
FEBRUARY
nss Helen Church State Clothing Specialist
nss Ma17etta Shoup Hame Demonstration Agent at Large.
lliss Mariel Bopldns
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Jliss Jean Stewart State leader, 4-H Club Work
)(rs. Elle n Kightlinger hslt State k-H Club Leader
Kiss Helen Church State Clothing S� c1a11st
tiss Raw Lincoln EXtension Nutrltionist.
SEPlEJlBER
.
Kr. Kenneth McKee State 4-H Club Leader
JIrs. Ellen Kightlinger Asatt state 4-H Club Leader
OCTOBER
)b-. Kenneth McKee State 4-H Club Leader
The e'V8nts incident to the above visits were as follows:
b.-H Demonstration on Pacbging Foods for Freezing; 4-H
Member Judging in Clothing; Assistance in preparation
tor the Junior Agricultural Fair; Judging at the- Fair;
Planning the County 4-H Program; Recognition Event\.
The tirst Fair took place on April 6th, 1946. and was cooper­
ated in by the Agricultural Extension Service and the 'Vo­
cational classes at the High. School. The event was sponsored
by' the Yuma Count,. Senior Chamber 0[- Comm.erc'e. Since it was
the first such Fair attempted in the County more than the
_ua1 amount ot. organization. work had to be done in prepar­
ation. An ettort was made to simplify the a«fn.tivites. so
that better grading could be accomplished. Final17 the
girl's 4-H work was divided into two main divisions. (1)
Exhibits main� clothing; (2) Demonstrations. Of the ap­
prOximate 200 gi�ls, 130 brought exhibits var.ying in number
from one to five. . Those were carefully entered according
to eatalog classification and .judged for white, red or blue
award. The exhibit was culminated in the afternoon by a
dress revue. at which tiDe three county- dress revue represent-
atives were named.
.
.
The aea! planning entries included posters on the general
the.., "Food tor Health", and one tlHouse ot. Heal. th" exhibit
built tmm cereals and fruits.
DeaonstratiODS were thrown into two divisions, (1) Senior
(2) Jlmior. Subjects for demonstrations included: Shrinking
Washable Material; Table Setting .the _ 4...H W87; Shining Shoes
the 4-H WaY'; Sewing on Fasteners; Making a simple salad; Glue
llethod ot Cleaning Washable Woolens; a Quick Yatch for Work
Clothes; Accurate Measurements for a Dress. The winning
senior team demonstrated "1 ·Quick Patch for Work Clothes" and
the winning Junior Team demonstrated tlTabD Setting the 4-H Wq".
lIiss lIarie1 Hopld.na
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In 1947, the Fair took place on April 11th and 12th. So
that more people might 'Visit the Fair, it was thrown open
to the public Friday evening as well as all day Saturdq.
The la.-H Boae Economics division was di'Vided into three
general. divisions. (1) Exhibits (2) Demonstrations
(3) Judging corrliests. By tar the greater portion ot ex;.
hb1ta was clothing- work. This was partl1', at least,
beeause baked goods exhibits were barred froll the pre.i_
list because of the abortage of tats and suiar� There
was, however, a tood for health exhibit contest and four
co.unities entered exhibits. anly a small amount of canning
was emibited lIhich was to be expected since Yuma County
has not round it practical. to can and the canning done bT
4-H girls is not stored any great length of tille.
Jfore than eighty per cent of the 4-H Clothing Club girls
exhibited from one to five articles including approximatel,.
one hundred dresses. These dresses were modeled b.r their
owners in a dress revue and senior winners in the four
classes were named by the judges.
There were a total of twenty-four demonstrations given in
the Junior and Senior divisions on the folloldng subjects:
Bread Making; FOnDing of Yeast Rolls; outdoor Cooking;
JIaldng a Simple Salad; Tashing Sweaters, Glue Method; Shining
Shoes the 4-H Way; :Making a Fresch Braid; Curing Skins for
Fur; Sewing on Fasteners J . Putting on Fasteners without Sewing;
Hew Method of. Putting in Slide Fasteners; Making Worked Button
Holes; Sering in Dress. Sleeves; MaJd.ng Point Trimming; Stenciling;
Cutting T'rue Bias; Making Lemon Pies: :Making a sock Doll, Table
Setting.
Judging contests included the judging of dresses, aprons and
baJi:blg powder biscuits. In each case there were �our rings
to judge and contestants were aslled to give reasons for their
placements.
The Rood Home Demonstration Club .acted as hostess club for the
Fair, decorating, putting up emibits, etc.
Last year and this year, the. JuIrl.or Agricultural Fair was held
for two entire days. In 1948, clothing exhibits at the Fair
surpassed previous years in both quality and qumtity'. III
tour year� the point system has been used to compute rewards
and in 1'48 because of the size of all exhibits (clothing and
1I1S8 )lmel Hopkins
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foods) the Talue of points for awards had to be reduced
from torty- cents in previous years to twenty-five cents
this year.
A new ftnture was 1.Ildertden this year in that all 4-11
Leaders were invited to the Agent I s home the evening ot
Uarch 2,th for the purpose or making final plans tor
the Fair. The Agent served a buffet supper and fifteen
Leaders were present. This p- oved a very fine method
tor activating committees, etc. Duties of Superintendents
were explained and all details including the putting up of
decorations planned.
The dress revue, for the first time, was in 1948 held
in the evening and was supplemented by a program from
various clubs. The dress revue proper was divided into
the Junior and the Senior DiviSions.
Because of the availability- of such food supplies as sugar
and fat, in 1948, there were entries in foods. Baked
goods from the three years of meal planning project re­
quirements were selected for the premium list as follows:
Baking Powder Biscuit; Muffins; Gingerbread; Butter Cake;
Sponge Cakes; Yeast Rolls. Entries were good both in.
amount and quality- for the first year's showing.
In 1948, the poster exhibit at the Fair took a different
form in that it 'Was put on an individual rather than a
club basis.
GJ'll bleachers were used,' the steps covered. with paper and
used for shel.as for tood entries. These.were placed on
paper plates and covered with long strips ot cellophane.
The posters were thumb ta eked to the side of the steps
and green rosettes were used as a trim.
1948 also saw the introduction of a frozen foods premium
list. .A. freezer unit was loaned bY' a .loeal finn for dis­
play purposes and a good start made toward including such
a division in future Fairs.
This Y'ear ot 1949, the Junior Agricultural Fair took
. place the eighth and ninth ot April and, as in previous
years, was held at Crane School. The 4-H Home Economics
division was divided into four parts: Exhibits; Dress
Revue; Demonstrations; Judging.
nas Kariel HopltlDs
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Two hundred and thirty eight girls exhibited trom one
to !ive articles making a total exhibit ot well over
a thousand articles. The quality of all divisions
showed an improvement over previous years. In the
clothing exhibit, blue ribbon dresses were exhibited
on special· standards for the first time. There 'Were al­
so raised platforms for e:xhibiting small articles. In
the frozen toods exhibit, two up right home freezers were
loaned by local firms. In the foods e:xhibit, tlD bleacher
sections were covered with white paper, decorated with
4-H rosettes and used to display the entries. FOOds
poster entries showed an increase in both number and
qualit7.
The Dress Revue took place the evening of the eighth
at eight o'cloc" The stage 'Was attractively decorated
with large floral arrangements. In the revue, the theme
was the 4-H Record Book. Four girls, recent Chicago
trip winners, dressed in pastel formals, were mistresses
of ceremonies. Kona Berry was narrator and used her
01111 record book to talk from. A large record book formed
a door tlirough which the dres8 revue girls stepped. Open­
ing and closing the door were Bett)" Jo FraueDfelder and
Jl817 Iott. Joan Cannon Brown assisted Mona Berry as
narrator. Winners in the dress revue contest 'Were as I
follows: Nedra Tudor, Wool suit Division, Jill Cannon,
School dress division; Dixie Anderson, Best dress diviSion;
Julia Sleeth, Junior Division. In addition to the Dress
Revue, there was a Spanish Dance in costme by the
Gadsden 4-H girls and a pla:rlet by the Wellton-llohawk
4-H Club. There were several hundred people in the
audience and the program was well received.
There were thirty-three Home Economics demonstrations in­
cluding Clothing, Food Preparation, Food Preservation.
Daley Foods, Home Management and Home �nishings.
Subjects included were as follows: HoW' to Use the Sewing
Machine; Designs for Three Types of Teen Agers; Putting
on a Collar; lIald.ng. an Apron} Groom.ing; .Holl' to Malle
Stuffed Toys; Equipping a Sewing Bal; a 4-H Clothes Closet;
Mating a Bound Button Hole; Setting the Table, Making
Cocoa; Star Salad; Measuring Flour, llakLng Muffins; Spring
Salad; Vegetables for Health; Malking Beef Patties; JlaJiing
Cooties; Forming Cookie dough, Making Biscuits; MakLng
a Caire ; Packing a School Lunch; Eggs. for Breakfast;
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Preparing Poultry tor Freezing; Freezing Grapefruit;
KaJclng C,re_ Soups; HODle Pisteurization ot Milk;
Making a bed; Storage in the Hoae; Furnishing a Roo••
From these seven demonstrations were awarded trips
to the Round-Up in Tucson.
A judging contest was held tor Clothing and for Food
Preparation. From the contestants three girls were
selected tor clothing and three tor foods to represent
Y.. Count7 at the Roundup.
Previous to 1946, 4-H club aehievements have been beld
in :Ma7. In 1946 the plan was changed for the southern
part ot the county'; being replaced by' the Fur in April
tor exhibit purposes and by a Recognition Banquet in
Oetober for maling awards, etc. In 1946, the clubs in
the northem part ot the County had originallY' planned
to take part in the Fa1r� A Parker school bus was
arranged tor, to bring the delegates over the desert,
a distance of one hundred and forty miles. Unfortunate­
IT the bus brolle down completely in transit and conse­
quentl1' the delegation did not arriva. As a result,
it was deemed advisable to hold achievements for these
clubs as in previous years. Achievement exhibits and
programs were held at Bouse, Parker, and Salome. Pins
and programs were held at Bouse, Parier, and Salome.
Pins and programs were held at these places where cert­
ificates were presented for completions at that time.
Since then, even though a gooaq n1lllber ot 4-H .embers
and Leaders have each year attended the Fair from the
northero part ot the county, it has been deemed best
to maintain the custom of spring achievements tor this
part of the . County. This year was no exception and separate
achievements were held fer Bouse, Parlier, Quartzsite and
Salome.
This current year, as for the previous three years, the
Recognition Banquet was held at Crane School with the
fo,od prepared by the C rarle School .Cafeteria staff'. It
was attended by approximately- three hundred 4-H boys and
girls, leaders, parents and guests. Because of a con­
flicting high school football game, it was necessar,y to
begin the banquet at 6:00 and to close at 8:00. For
the first time, programs carried the names of all boY'S and
\
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girls receiving certificates ald piris. County and
State winners were given special recognition and
all leaders were recognized. Mr. Howard Bale r, As­
sistant Director of Extension was guest speaker. The
decorations were partioularly effective using 4-H
balloons as well as other green and white accents.
The initiation ceremony for the new officers of the
&.-H council came first on the program. All voted
it a successful affair from start to finish.
There were four state 1d.nners from :ruma County's
4-H Home Economics Clubs as follows: Dair:y Foods
Team Demonstration; Dair.y Foods Individual Demonstration;
111 Round 4-H Club Girl (Santa Fe award).
The Dairy Foods team demonstration subject was nThe
Making or C�am Soups" and the theme was that raw milk
must be made safe by either boiling or pasteurization.
The girls made wiite sauce from raw milk and boiled it
tor two minutes in a heavy walled saucepan. They made
trom it tomato soup, carrot soup and spinach soup.
Whipped evaporated milk was used as a soup garnish.
The girls were nicely oostumed, had an attractive hand
JUde poster to illustrate their demonstration and worked
in an organized .....
4-H DAIRY FOOm DEMONSTRATION TEAl(
Caroline Lott and RubY' Brumley
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The sub ject or the Dai17 Foods individual demonstration
was "Home Pasteurization or Milk". Eugene Ochoa, the
demonstrator, was the only' boy tald.ng part in the Hoae
Economics contests. He stressed the importanee of' sate
ai11c and showed tbe three methods as .tollows: Flash,
hold; cODereial home pasteurizer.
DAIRY FOODS DEMONSTRATION INDIVIDUAL
(Eugene Ochoa
The Yuma County 4-H girl rinning the State Sarita Fe
award tor all-round girl was Dixie Anderson, a
member of the Jol� Commuters Club in Yuma Valley.
Dixie has proven herself thoroughly cooperative and
loyal. At. the State Round Up, she won blue ribbons
in three contests as follows: Senior Dress .Revue;
Breakfast Contest; Senior Foods Judging. Dixie
Anderson receives a free trip to the 1949 Club
Congress in Chicago
Kiss Mariel Hopkins
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"All-Round" Girl--State lanner
Dixie Anderson
The 4-H State �und Up began this year on June 11th.
The Agent drove her own car to Tucson taking eare or
demonstration equipment and of the overflow ot 4-H
club members trca the school bus.
There were thirty six in the Yuma Count,. delegation
made up of: (1) lS girls (2) 19 bo,ys (3) 1 leader
(4) 2 ,agents. We lett Yuma earq )lond•.morning,
June 6th, Dixie AndersoD; Frances Barriel'l.tos; .Ruby
Brumlq; Jill Cannon; Jo Jo Craddock; Myrna Ellis;
Barbara Larson; Dorot}Q'" Ise; Caroline Lott; Eugene
Ochoa; Iqnn Baker; Delia Torres; Nedra Tudor; Billy'
Jean "Whi.t.an. In aidition Billie Simons was in the
delegation at the request of the State Office. She
was in the p rogran to tell about the trip she made
to the National 4-H Camp in Washington, D. C. The
contest line up was as follows:
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DeJlODStrations
Junior Clothing'
Junior Food Preparation
Senior Food Preservation
Senior Dairy Foods Team'
Senior Dairy Foods-Incl.
ShollDlanship
Breakfast Contest
Dorothy' Lee, JlyTna Ellis, Jo Craddock
Frances Barrientos, Delia Torres
Jill Cannon, Nedra Tudor
Caroline Lott, Ruby Brlale7
Eugene Ochoa
1I;yrna El11s, Dine Anderson
Dress Revue
ledra Tudor, Dixie Anderson, Billie Jean Whitll8ll, Jill Cannon
Judging
Sr. Clothing
Jr. Clothing
Caroline Lott, Dixie Anderson,
Barbara Larson
Jill C8llIlOD, Nedra Tudor
Dorothy' Lee, Barbara Larson,
lfy'rna Ellis
Sr. Food Preparation
In addition to the above LJnn Baker, as County Health repre­
sentative, won a trip. She acted as Yuma,County's News
Beporter and Radio speaker.
The Junior Food Preparation deaonstratlon.was titled ·SprlIg
Salad" and placed fir,at in its class. The girls prepared
a salad using tomato, cucumber, carrots, radishes, lettuce.
The demonstration was very colorful. Their hand made poster
included a eart loaded with vegetables and. draa b.1 a donkey_
This was watercolor tinted by' lly'rna Ellis, a club girl who
acted as leader tor the girls.
The Senior Food Preparation demonstration had to cancel out
at the last moment because ot. serious illness of one ot the
girl f s mothers. This was the demonstration .receiving the
-
highest score at the Junior Agricultural Fair. It was titled
"School Lunch".
The Senior Food Preservation team won red ribbons. They
prepared a chicken for the freezer locker.
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Senir Food Preservation Team
Jill Cannon and Nedra Tudor
Our Senior Home ]lanagement Demonstration team was dis­
qualified before Round up time because of lack of com­
petition. It later appeared that there, was a te8Dl
from Casa Grande who had' been s1milar� disqualified.
The difficulty came about through dividing Home Manage­
Ilent into subdivisions. It would seem that since the
division is new � our, b.-H contests• it would be wiser
to not have subdivisions for the next 'few years. As
it was this year four girls had earned the right to demon­
strate and were much disappointed at not being p3 rm1tted
to do so.
In the Breakfast Contest, the team. planned, shopped for,
and prepared and served breakfast for themselves and two
guests. They were 'scored through the entire process
until the laboratory was put in good order. Yuma Count,­
girls were. in the blue ribbon group.
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In the Senior Dress Revue J Redra Tudor 'Was a blue ribbon
winner in a Wisteria colored wool suit.with haV blue
accessories. Dixie Anderson was a blue ribbon winner in
a cotton print dress with black accessories. Billie
Jean libitman was a red ribbon winner in an organd1' partY'
eostlDlle with white accessories. Jill cannon was a white
ribbon winner in a blue chambray school costume.
Nedra Tudor wearing her Dress Revue Costume
In judging, the Junior Clothing team. placed in the blue
ribbon group. Dorothy Lee, one of the members placed
second high of all contestants. Her score was 487 and
the top winner was 487.S.
In Senior Clothing Judging, the team lost one of its
members at the last minute because of sickness. This
meant that the two ;remaining girls scores were computed
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with three girls from other counties and they were
,thus thrown in the white ribbon group. However,
Jill Canno� ot the Y_a County team 'pla ced first ot
all contestants. Her score was S58.3 and the second
high was 520.3.
The Senior Food Preparation team placed in the blue
ribbon group.
For the past tour years the HOme Demonstration Agent
has cooperated with the Assistant County Agricultwal
Agent in carrying through a 4-H Health Contest. In
March a health check sheet was distributed to all Yuma
County 4-HIera. The check sheet made deductions tor
defects 80 that· a seore of zero meant a perfect seore.
From among the low scoring members in each club, health
representatives, were, prior to the Junior Agricultural
Fair, given physical examinations by the physician of
the C�unt7 Health Department and his staff'. As a re­
sull; of these examinations a health winner :tor the boys
and one for the girls was selected. In the case of the
girls, tlfO had identical scores so that it was necess817
to have them r6Mexamined by a second Yuma physician to
determine *0 was realq the winner.
� Baker ot Somerton vicinity was declared the health
representative. She was awarded a free trip to the
State b-H Round Up and subni.tted ,her 1t-B record in com­
petition for the Health Improvement award.
Among special activities and events JIlention should be
made of the 4-H Float prepared for the Sil_r Spur
Bodeo Parade in February. Since this is a celebration
partiCipated in b.r the majority of Yuna Count,- organiz­
ations, it was deemed important to. include b.-H club' worle.
The tloat was prepared by leaders and the Extension Staff
working cooperatively. It was mounted owr a Jeep, the
frame was covered with narrow fluted strips of wiidte crepe
paper. Mounted on the frame was a revolving globe about
5* feet in diameter. This globe was made from rake Wheels
welded to the hub ot a tractor wheel. These were covered
with burlap, then paper mache and the 'WOrld map was
painted white and it all-was covered with green and white
"glitters". In the sides of the float, "4-H" was bedded
with cut paper and the words "Better Living Today--Better
World Tomorrow" imposed. The., float attracted much attention
and was awarded honorable mention.
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The Ileal Planning I'oster Exhibit at the Junior Agric­
ultural Fair deserves special mention. There were ap­
proximatel7 one hundred posters with all Meal PlanniDg
Clubs represented. The posters ahowed an increase in
planning and better execution over previous years. In
preparation for these posters, the Home Demonstration
Agent obtained tood cut out charts fran the National
Dairy Council and these were used to encourage the making
of posters.
SILVER SPUR RODEO FLOAT
Each of the High School age 4-H clubs had special
meetings for the community during the year. One,
in particular may be mentioned as follows:
For several months prior to their meeting in lIayJ the
Jolly Commuters Club ot. Crane and Rood communities
had planned a special meeting tor people of the
community on "Health". Two fias were secured from
Visual Aids Bureau. at. the University, both de$ling
with cancer prevention and controll. Com.bining with
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thie, the blue ribbon girls frat the Junior Agricultural.
Fair put on a dress revue. One of the 1Iinning boys teams
gaw their demonstration. Refresblllents ot froit punch
and home-made cookies were served. The affair took place
in the Crane School Cafeteria, a stage was improvised for
the dress revue, and the roo. attraetive11' decorated with
baskets of flowers. 1hile the attendanee was not large,
averrone felt that a '"17 successful and worthwhile venture
had been started. Next year will undoubtedly bring more
parents and triends.
During the year, the Agent has been in charge of one
program devoted to �H Club Iork presented at a luncheon
meeting of the Zonta Club and participated in a 4-H Club
Progran. at a luncheon meeting of Kiwanis.
The Agent has attended and taken part in the meetings ot
the Count,y 4-H Council. Dates for these meetings have­
been scheduled to precede County events when it was nec­
essat"y to formulate policies and plans. .This year they
were as follows: December 4; January 15; March 5; July
12; October 8.
During September, Mr. Kenneth McKee, State Leader of 4-H
Club Work and Mrs. Ellen Kightlinger, Assistant State Leader
held a tlD day conference with the Home Demonstration Agent
and the Assistant County Agricultural Agent. The chief
topic tor discussion was the transition in policy regarding
school partiCipation in the program. Because of transpor­
tatioD difficulties with 4-11 club members, meetings have
been held in the past at school and because. ot the school
hours situation during school and because of bus situation
during sehool time. Now 4-H club meetings are to be indep­
endent of arrr school curriculum. This transition was made
at Crane School for this current school year. It has meant
fewer enrollments from the C ran. area and is responsible
for our lower percentage of comple tiona in the County.
Last year the percentage of comple tiona was 87; this year
the percentage is 83. However, we do have more home pLrt­
icipation in the program, more leaders are being foun<1.
It is hoped that when the new poliq is thoroughly under­
stood, the number of enrollments and percentage of com­
pletions will again be on the increase.
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Before leaving the subject of 4-H act!vites and resuits
it should be here' stated that 4-H files in the county
office take the form of a card index which works for a
permanent record of enrollments and comple tions.
A monthly 4-H news letter is published under the caption
"Covered Wagon" and s�nt�to all 4-H members and their
leaders. While the Ass't County Agent assumes the init­
iative for these news letters, it is a joint publication
of the Ass't County Agent and the Home Demonstration Agent.
SUB PBDJECT E--1ieports
Reports from the Home Demonstration Agent's Office take
the form of a monthlY narrative and statistical report.
WeeklY,reports have been practical� impossible because
of congestion in stenogr�hie services or in the Agent f s
prograa.
The Agent has a calendar outline where she writes down
appointments I makes notes concerning meetings, etc.
Reports are h rgely- made from tlds calendar.
XIII-Nutrition
In no phase of Home Demonstration work are the effects
ot a long term program. more evident than in nutrition.
Requests for assistance came from what communities have
leamed to be important sometimes extending many years'
back. For this reason, it seems hardly fair to tell of
one years work in nutrition without going back tor at
least a brief account of teachings and accomplishments
iD previous years.
More than a decade ago, Yuma County th�ough the Home
Demonstration service had an intensi.'Ve course inchild
care. The Agent is s till feeling the intluenee of this
course and not a month passes that she does,not have
some requests for the literature from the Children's
Bureau on prenatal, Infant and Pre-5chool child care.
During the current year, the Agent has added to her bulletin
supply, the one entitled "Your Children from 6 to l2",
published this year by the Chil�n' s Bureau of the Federal
Security Agency., This last nam"- has gone to Camp Fire
Guardians, to Parent Teach Association committee members as
well as to our Extension Personnel.
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The long established custom of giv.i.ng ,advice OD tood
preparation means that the Agent is called on tor ad­
'Vice in all phases of food p-eparation from. supplying
recipes to interpreting unusual results. For the pl8t
three y-ears there has been increased i_rest. in the
school lunch program. There bas been an increase in
quality of lunches served and in .percentage ot children
served. The probl_ has been siapl1!ied by' the closing,
within the ]a8t five years of three rural schools, the
children being sent to either Crane School or to the
Yuma Grammar School. These schools have been Sl1DDl'side,
Borth Gila School" and·�Rood. Up until this Fall this
arrangement has been looked upon as aore or less a ,
temporar.r affair but nOVit has become permanent for
all three districts invol-ved. As far as 'the hot school
lunch program 1s concemed, this is definitelY' a good
thing.
In the til of,194S, a hot school lunch was instituted
at th, Boll, Mohawk School with the President of the
Home Demonstration Clllb acting as Cafeteria Manager.
This lunch is at present functioning under the same
management.· Not only' is it doing a splendid service
with the daily school lunches but serves for m81l7 school
and community functions. The entire community' is ap­
preciative of the service.
I..
In the Fall of 1947 J a school lunch room _s opened at
Wellton. The Wellton Home Demonstration Club in!tiated
the movement, and a Home Demonstration Club member was
selected 'as manager. A building was erected on the
school grounds for the purpose and nicely equipped.
Last year and 'this- year more equipment including a dish
washing machine and a "wa].k;.inll refrigerator has been
added. The lunch room is operating present under its
original management and is a real credit to both the
school and the community.
The Fall ot 1948 saw quite a reorganization of grammar
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school in Iuma proper.
. Two new school buildings were put
in operation and the school lunch or cafeteria was moved.
tram the basement ot the Fourth Avenue Grammar School to
a building all 1ts own. Modern equipment was installs d 1n
the build ing and the management of the cateteria placed
in the hands of a trained dietitian'entirely' separate trom
school authority supervision•. The cateteria has taken its
place not onl,. to serve a large number ot scbool children
but it is used for man,. evening eivic club dinners as well.
'While obvious11', Home Demonstration work has had no direct
responsibility in this, still lDldoubtedl7 it has· indirectly
helped build public opinion to bring about this needed
.
change.
At the Yuma Union High School, the C ateteria continues to
be in charge of a tormer Crllle Cafeteria Manager. Fro.
time to time she comes .to the Agent requesting help lIith
recipes and menus. The Agent bas supplied her with tested
quantitY' recipes and menus.
At the Somerton Grammar School, the 4-H meal Pla.nning Club
is assisting the school lunch manager with planning menus
and nth certain ope.ration tasks. It seems to be wor1d.Dg
out tine. Both the Principal and the ]Ianager· have remarked
to the Agent very favorably on the clubs partiCipation.
'l'he cafeteria has long been a very fine example but this year
it seems to be operating e�n better. It serves on an average
four hundred each school day noon.
Sub Project '--Food Production
'l'hree factors ha-ve always) in:f'1uenced. the growing of home
vegetable gardens in Yuma County as follows: character
of the soil and water supp�; cliJaate; proximity or com­
mercial vegetable growers. In a la. rge portion of Yuma
County, the soil is salt and does not lend itself" to the
.
growing of a variet,. of produce. Irrigation systems furnish
water tor comparatively large. areas but are ditf'ieult to ad­
just for a small area such as a bome vegetable garden. The
growing season extends for the entire year with the possible
exception ot two months in extreme heat of the summer. Be­
cause ot. commercial truck gardens, Yuma County marie ts are
abundant in both variety and amounts of fresh vegetables and
fruits and at a cost less than' that of production on a small
seale. In short, the growing of home vegetable. gardens, is not
generally practical in Yuma Count7. There are ot course certain
exceptions such as: The Yuma Valley, lbere the soil is not
salt.
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During the war, the commercial truck garden industry
was at low ebb and the variety of vegetables was in­
fluenced. Because ot this and because ot the patriotic
appeal, the growing ot vegetable gardens was tried out
in all areas • However, now that more or less noraal
conditions prevail, the majority of farm families have
returned to the habit of purchasing rather than growing
vegetables.. When gardens are grown, the chief vegetables
included are as follows: tomatoes, English peas, black
eyed peas, beans of m� varieties, broccoli, greens or
many varieties, carrots, potatoes, squash, beets, cucumbers,
corn, onions, okra, egg plant, peppers and radishes. Cauli­
flower seems also to have been added recent17_ While it
can scaree11' be called a home garden project, the Agent
recently observed an eighty' acre plot in the Gadsden are a
where Caulifbwer was being grown.
A]Jrqs, the Home Demonstration program in Yuma County, in
all phases of Food Production, has been subsidiar.r to that
of the County Agricultural Agent. The Home Demonstration
Agent has included timely information. on poultry and egg
production as well as home gardens in radio broadcasts
which she has given. 4-H garden and poultry projects are
supervised by the Assist81 t County Agricultural Agent •
.
- Sub F-roject B-Food Preservation
-.1 part of the Home Demonstration Agent's time each month
of the year is occupied with dispensing information od
food preservation. This is because food material grows
in Yuma County the year round. However, this presence
of tresh food materials has lIlade YlJIla County not one
which eans or freezes heavily. The practice is to preserve
the surplus which occurs and to use it to supplement the
tresh vegetables and citrus fruits of the long growing
season. Such fruits as apricots, peaches, pears, plUllf,
eherries do not groW' to any extent 10cally. For the last
few years there has been rather large scale trucking of such
fruits from California which has stimulated home canning
and freezing. Then, too, since Yuma is located on the
border ot California, marv home makers make rather extended
visits to California orchards, when the fruit is ripe, for
the purpo se of canning and drying the trw.t.
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The 78ar 1943 saw an etfort to aake the drying ot veg­
etables in Y_a Count7 practical. Deh7dra�r8 were
built in farm communities and two result deaonstrations
conducted. While the dried produCts were fairly palatable
yet, without exception home aakers preferred canned toods.
Drying was not deemed of much practical use in YlBla ConntJ'
because surplus can better be conserved by canning or
freezing. A. possible exception may be the drying of figs.
However, a special method must be used to prevent spoilage
as tollows:
Place the figs on trays in the sun protectea from insects.
(The figs should be separated from each other in single
rows). D17 until they give in the hand when squeezed,
not rattle. Then wash 20 minu.tes in cold water containing
4 ounces salt to each gallon of water. D17' again tor one­
balt day. (The figs will plump again). Pile them up for
a week or two to sweat J then pack in cl�an boxes or sterile
jars and seal tight17 to prewnt further drying. and to
protect from insects.
In 1943, also, when pressure canners were being rationed
approximatelY' . one hundred new pressure canners were purchased
in Yuma County. This has, in all subsequent years, l'elped
materially' the home canning of food materials. In all years
ps.st, sane work has been done b,y the' Agent in testing the
accuracy of pressure gauges. She has, at present a maxima
registering tennometer and tests gauges on request. However,
Yuma County's dr.r ·cliJilate together with sea �evel altitudes
tend to .keep gauges acourate al d to minimize the importance
or such testing.
The years 1944 and 1945 S81I' the practice of home canning' in
Y1DIla County reach a new high. This was accounted for by the
following:
1. High point value or commercially' canned foods.
2. Increase in California fruits trucked into Yuma.
3. Surplus from vegetable gardens.
4. Increase in number of.pressure cookers in the CountY'.
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fhe last three 78ars have seen a decided decline in canning
in ta'VOr of freesing as a method ot preservation.
.
This,
aeems to' be due to the greatl1' increased facilities for
treezing � In September ot 1916J a commercial freezer
storage locker pliant was opened tor trade with mere than
sixty percent ot the rentals going to rural people.. In
addition, the last three Tears have seen home freezer
cabinets installed in a great m8D7 of the rural homes in
YlDIla CountT.
In August; of 1945, the Agent attended a work shop on
Freezing of Foods at the Universit7. The school was under
the direction ot tis's Rava Lincoln, Extension Nutritionist.
This work shop was good preparation for demonstrations and
conferences in the Couilty. At the Univarsit1', the group
used the new freezer cabinet located in the nutrition re­
search department. The Agent came away flOlI. the work shop
wi.th a good comprehenSion. of the principles and operations
involved in deep treezing.
In October and Hovember ot 194" demonstrations an treezing
were given to Yuma Count)" Home Demonstration Clubs and to
the YUIIla Garden Club, the Senior Delta . Club . and a Tenant
P'Qrchase Group trom the Farm Security Administration.
During 1946 a demonstration on the preparation ot toods
tor freezing was given to bhe )lother's Club of Yuma. In
addition three repeat, demonstrations .. were given to Home
Demonstration clubs on request.
The Freezer Locker Plant has been going at top speed since
the day it opened and they added to their initial capacit1'.
lIeat is the predominent thing stored.
Tgere is a butcher employed at the locker and a charge is
made :ror cutting and 'WI'apping. However there is consider­
able preparation for freezing done b,y homemakers and more
and more t reezing is superceding canning as a method ot
preserving vegetables and fruits which lend themselves to
freezing.
During the year ot 1947, The Agent was twice called into
the state Oftice tor meetings on Food Preservation. The
first of these oceured in March and its purpose was to ac­
quaint all ..1gents nth the new time table tor canning
vegetables. and fruits whieh lend themselves, to treezing.·
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During the year ot 1 tt, the' A.gent w twice called
the State Ottice meetings on F d Preservation
first of these cured in March nd its purpose, s to ac-
quaint all A nts wi.th the, n time table for ,anning 'Vegetables
and to pi a program or f 6d preservation . various counties.
The second ot these meetings occured in April and was a Fro'zen
Foods School with the guest instructor Mr. K. F. Warner, Meat
Specialist, Extension Service, Washington, D. C. Subjects under
discuss!on were as follows:
The Flaee of the �cker in the Rural Community; Planning for
the Use of Locker Space; PrinCiples of Locker Plant Construction;
Refrigeration and Costs; the ,Relation of Time 'and Temperature to
Storage; Processing Fruits arid Vegetables; DreSSing and Packing
Poultry; Meat Cutting and lfrapping.
Both of these above meetings have been helpful in forwarding
Yuma Countyfs Food Preservation Program. Upon receipt of the
new time tables tor processing non-acid vegetables, .explained
at the March meeting, the Agent e:xplained and, distributed the
tUie tables at all Home Demonstration Club meetings. She also
publicized it in a radio broadcast and has supplied, it to home­
makers on request.
After returning from. the Frozen Foods Sehool, Mr. 11 Face.
18sft County Agent and the Hame Demonstration Agent shared a
fifteen minute broadcast over KIUlI, telling. the highlights of
the school. This broadcast resulted in stepped up requests
tor infomation on both freezing and canning. At a Boll Home
Demonstration Club meeting, the Agent prepared and wrapped
chicken for sharp freezing.
The past two ;years have seen the usual run of requests for in­
fonnation on preserving of food materials. While these have
been numerous calls for the United States Department of Agric­
ulture Bulletins -Home Freezing of Fruits and Vegetables" and
RFreezing Meat and Poultr,y Products", the bulletin most requested
has been the Arizona Extension Circular .W-37 RHome Curing of
DatesR• All requests have been answered with.home visits or pholE
calls. or, where the request was for a bulletin only', with the
mailing of the bulletin requested.
I
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In Oetober of 1948, at the County Home Demonstration, Council
.eeting, with sixty county women in attendance, a teehni­
color tila on freezing foods was shown. The fila was secured
for the meeting by llias Jean Stewart, State Home Demonstration
Leader. It showed approved methods for preparing fruit,
vegetables, meat poultry, etc. for freezing. It also showed
the advances Which have been made in freezing. It also showed
the advances Which have been made in freezing cooked foods.
1 description of this filB has been taken back 'to all Home
Demonstration Clubs in the Count7•
.Ill this has had an influence on Food Preservation work as
accomplished during the current year. There has been stepped
up interest in preservation of .food by .freezing over all previous
years.
In January of this year, Miss Reva Lincoln, Extension Nutritionist,
was in the CountT. .A.l.l. 4-H Keal Planning Clubs in the Southern
part ot the county, as _11 as sane Home Demonstration Club members,
were included in two demonstration meetings at that time. Th.
subject presented by Viss Lincoln was "Preparing Food Materials
tor Freezing". One demonstration was given at the'Vohawk School
tor the benetit of club members in the Roll-Wellton area. Another
demonstration was given at the Crane School for the benefit of
club members from Crane, Rood, North Gila, Gadsden and Somerton.,
During August and September ot ,this year requests tor liter­
ature and information on canning and freezing eached a peak.
The reason was the very large crop of fruit coming in f'rom the
far western states. 'Early' in this period the Agent gave one
fifteen minute broadcast t,elling of the desirability of food
preservatioD--eanning or treezing--this year.
Sub Project C--Food Selection and Preparation
Work in tood selection and preparation falls into three classes
as follows:
1. Project work with adults
2. Request work with adults
3. 4-H Club work
For the past two years J because of the stress of other programs,
project work in this division has been limited. In November
of 1947, a project local leader meeting was held on Poultr,r.
Miss Reva Lincoln, Extension Nutritionist, gave the demonstration
assisted b7,the Home Demonstration Agent.
50.
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'l'he subject, previously selected at a County Council
meeting was "Holiday lIeals" and featured the preparation
and roasting_of a turkey•. Before the demonstration, a
chicken 1188 cleaned and stuffed readT tor the own. This
was put in the oven to roast at the begi.Jmihg of the demon.­
stration. A Hew York dressed turke,r bought at a local
market by the Home Demonstration Agent was then used to show
all the steps in c leaning and $turring a turke,... Points
stressed were t killing and dry picking versus 8calding with
hot not boiling water; bead and feet left on the bird at
time of killing; removing pin feathers using crochet hook
18; removing tendons, seven at back and two at front of each
lower leg using wooden clothes pin; skin cut an inch or more
below knee joint before diS-jointing and severing foot; neck
severed trom head with no loss of neck; bird given soap and
and water bath using brush; incision made in skin at back of
neck drawn through to be cut at body line, leaning skin in front
of insert; crop tied off before being cut from alimentar,y tract;
If shape or band shape incision made tor _ drawing the turkey;
stuffing, skewering, fastening wings and legs to body; larding
and salting.
The chicken roasted during the demonstration was carved as a
demonstration and eaten by the leaders at lunch. A mimeogr� h
sheet, prepared by the SpeCialist, gave a suggested Holiday
Ileal menu, 'Which included a "Horn of Plenty''' Pie. This pie
is particularly good for Yuma County because 1t uses dates and
pecans, locally. grown products. It is one crust pie combining
cranberrie>s with the dates and nuts. This recipe the Agent
made up ahead of time and the Leaders bad small wedges of pie
at lunch time. This meeting closed with a discussion of
centerpiece decorations for the Holid� meal�
Since this -meeting came late in the year, all the local meetings
carrying this subject matter were held in the year, 1948, when t�
eight Home Demonstr�tion. Clubs had such poultr,y demonstrations.
This bas proven to be a very timely demonstration because of the
abundance of turkeys this year. Clubs have had repeat demon­
strations none of which have been givan by the Agent herself
but by local leaders. It 1s interesting to note that just
recently tbe Agent has made home visits where she unexpectedly
has found large flocks of turkeys, one a flock of three hundred
on the Yuma Kesa.
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During the current year as in 1948, there has been continued
interest in grapetruit desserts as a result ot the Ieader
.eeting held in 1947. with Miss Reva Lincoln, Extension
Nutritionist in charge. Leaders have reported.'distributing
the leaflet on the sUbject during both 1948 and 1949. The
Agent,has also had many requests. This was proven one of the
best food eaonstrations ever given in the County because it makes
use of our abundant grapefruit crop and has pointed the way to
new uses.
In Janua17 of this current year, a leader meeting was held 111th
nss Beva Lincoln, Extension Nutri.tionist in Charge. The
subject of the demonstration was ItFavorite lle:x:ican Dishes".
! buffet l1Dlcheon was actuall7 prepared, its nutritional value
developed in a round table discussion and cooking techniques
such as peeling green chile peppers (paraffin method) and deep
tat tr,ying were demonstrated.
A bu.ftet table with the Ilexican theae was prepared and all
present were served. The menu was as follows: Chiles Ballenos;
FrijQ1.es Retritos; Raspadas; Ensalada de Aguacata; Cocada; Cotfee.
Attending the "1Ileet1ng were twenty nine women representing the
following clubs: Gadsden Home Demonstration Club; Beod Houe
Demonstration Club; Yuma Mesa-Somerton Vicinity" Hpme DEmonstration
Club; Harth Gila Home Demonstration. Club; Wellton Home Demon­
stration Club; Boll Home Demonstration Club; SDTder Ranch Cl:W>J
Wednesday Afternoon Club; Senior Delta Club.
The �bject "Favorite Mexican Dishes" proved quite a drawing
card because of Yuma County's location on the. border of old Mexico.
During the year, the meeting has been repeated to all groups
represented. In two instances the Agent was present. The other
meetings were carried entirely b7 the leaders.
In October of 1949, The Extension Nutritionist came to Yuma
COWlty for the County Home Makers Council ](eeting. She gave
a stimulating, illustrated talk on the why' of good nutrition.
It set forth the importance of the actual use or the seven
basic group chart in maintaining good tood habits. Since. the
meeting this talk has been reported back to the clubs represented.
During the year, the Agent has been called on to help with
planning of meals tor special occasions. There have been seven
other occasions with which the Agent has been either committee
chairman or a committee member.
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The last two years have seen a revival of requests for work
meetings on "Christmas Sweets· which were popular during the
Pre-war days and for obvious reason had to be discontinued
when sugar became scarce. During .December of this current
year. there was time for but one such meeting as follOW's:
'lbe leader of the Mohawk-Tenton 4-H Club requested that the
Agent meet with the club and supervise a Christmas cand;y
making meeting. The meeting was held at the Wqne 1fright ranch
in Boll, fourteen high school girls and t10 leaders were present,
and approximately tbirty five pounds bOD bons, chocolate oreams,
and divinity 'Were successfully' made.
The 16t four years have seen a material strengthening of 4-H
Food Preparation and lIeal Planning work in Yuma County. This
has come as an indirect result of the Junior Agricultural
Fair awakening communities to some of the possibilities of 4-H
)leal Planning Club Work. This year's emibits and demons,tnt­
ions have continued to be a factor. Among the demonstrations
worked on by club members' are the following: Accurate Measure­
menta; Table Setting; P-reparation of Grapefruit; Making Baking
Powder Biscuit; )laking Muffins; Bow to Roll Dough; A Spring
Salad; Preparing and Packing a School Lunch;; Making an Orange
Chiffon Cake; Making Meat Patties; Preparing Grapefruit and
Orange Sections for Freezing; Preparing Poultry for Freezing;
}laking Cream Soups; Home Pasteurization Milk.
During the year the Agent met with the various clubs and their
leaders in the interest of demonstrations, helped them with
outlines, with practices, with props, and in anything that
would encourage the cause. All Meal planning Clubs practiced
demonstrations during the year. Those giving demonstrations at
the Fair were as follows: Gadsden "Go Getters.; Gadsden ·Stitch
and Cackle"; Rood "Merry Ileal Planners.; Crane"Meal Planners;
Jolly COJllDluters; North Gila Meal Planners; Roll "Busy Bees·;
Wellton Meal Planners; Mohawk Well-oon Club; Bouse Club.
After the Junior Agricultural Fair, the Agent spent some time
in preparing the winning toods teams for participation in
the state 4-11 Round-Up Demonstration Contests as previous:cy­
told under D (c) d.
Breakfast Contestants were selected on the basis of points won
in lIeal Planning at the Fair. The final team selected lived
in separate communities some distance apart. It 'was neeessar.r
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tor the Agent to go after the girls and their Leaders in' order
to facilitate practices. They met either at one ot the homes
involved or at the home of the Agent. It is hoped that next
year there will be laborator" facilities available at Crane
School, at least, so that contestants may be selected from a
preliminar,y County Breakfast contest.
A discussion of Food Selection and Preparation Activites in
Yuma County during the year 1949 should not be closed without
mentioning broadcasts. As before mentioned, the Home Demon­
stration Agent has for three years taken her. turn with the
County Agricultural Agents in filling a weekly fifteen minute
broadcast time over KYU:M. This current year she has given a
total of seventeen such broadcasts and with each of_these she
has included timezy- suggestions for food selection and prepar­
ation. She is continuously having �esponses to these discussions,
thus, she knows that her audiences have been of good� number
and that the suggestions given are being used by Y1ID.a County
homemakers.
lIV--CIDTHING
Since the beginning of Home ·Demonstration -work in I_a County
more than three decades ago, Clothing has been 12 maps its
strongest program. It is no wonder that there are now a
nucleus of women who have learned maqy Home Economics Clothing
Technics. These 'Women are scattered through out the County
in all communities and act either formall7 or informally as
adult and 4-H Je aders. ,Because of the added demands made llpon
the Agent's tine by an eXpanding program, the Agent has, when­
ever possible, for the past three years, lit formal instruction
to these leaders. This has meant that there have been fewer adult
demonstrations in clothing 'Work given by the Agent thm in
previous years. The work on Tailoring presented bY' the State
Clothing Specialist during this current .year has great11' expanded
the long time program. For this reason it seems best to tell
of it in its relationship to the teachings of other years.
SUB PROJECT A.-5election
As market conditions have changed, selection of Materials has
been a repeat program. In 1942, "Identification of Fibers"
was presented at a Leader meeting, and in turn was given to all
Home Demonstration Dlubs.
With the war, aarket conditions changed. There was verr
limited choice of materials'and the work on identification of
fibers was not used so much for a purchase. guide as for an
aid to proper care of material.
54.
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In 1947 new materials again appeared in the stores,
so again the study or selection of materials was in
order. In October of that :rear, Miss Helen Church
presented work in the County on the use and care of
DeW materials. This· included an exhibit of materials
classified ��fitton; rqon; �lonJ combination D7lon
and rayon; �-resistant fabrics; materials (wool,
cotton, linen) speciall1" treated for overcoming launder-
ing and wearing shortcomings. This work, together with
the exhibit and a bulletin specially prepared by' Miss
Church was subsequent17 &ivan baCk to all Home Demon­
stration Clubs and in addition to the Parker Women's
Club, the Wednesday afternoon club, the Vi-sa.-Wen
Club in Salome and to a group of women in Bouse.
In Februar,y of 1948, a'clothing leader meeting was
held with Miss Helen Church in charge. The subject
of the meeting was "Style Trends". As usual, this
was an all day meeting. The morning was occupfed with
an illustrated discussion. T he afternoon was spent with a
clothes "clinic". Some of the leaders brought dresses
which they wanted to remodel. They modeled the garments
and there was a round table discussion Or what could be
done to modernize them. Subsequent to this Leader meet­
ing, the Agent assisted in meetings on "Style Trends·
at the following clubs: North Gila Home Demonstration
Club; Gadsden· Home Demonstration Club; Rood Home Demon­
stration Club; Wellton Home Demonstration Club; Yuma
lIesa and Somerton viCinity- Home Demonstration Club.
In addition She incorporated as much of the material
as possible in meetings in the northern p.rt of the
County_
In October of 1948, Miss Church was again in the County
for a Homemaker Couneil, meeting. She brought along an
exhibit of children I s clothing bearing tags giving the
Gaulmermeasurements made according to gove�ent specif­
ications.
This current year bas seen our most ambitious project
� far in the clothing field, that is, we have had a
clothing school and actuall.1 made tailored coats and
suits. To introduce the school, .Miss Church was in
the county one day in February for a Leader meeting.
nss Kariel Hopld.l'ls
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As usual the meeting W' as divJ:led morning sessioR and
afternoon session. The morning session 11'88 spent
in discussing fabrics suitable for tailoring. Basis
for sele ctiOD was based on possibility of prope r
_ng as well as whether it was worsted, was sanfOl'-
ized, was of proper weight for suit or coat, etc.
During the summer the Agent, at the suggestion of �he
Specialist, sec·ured samples ot suitings and coatings
from a 011= a. list of large firms in o1?�r states-
the list was supplied by the Specialisy. These samples,
together with samples from local firmS, were used for j
discussion and actual selection of materials at the
first school sessions in September. The afternoon of
the Februar,y meeting was spent with a demonstration of
press�g equipment and its use after which the leaders
broke up into club groups preparing shoulder pads and
pressing cushions to take back as illustrative material
to their respective groups. Each leader was given a
suppl1' of a pamphlet prepared by tiss Church entitled
·Simple Equipment leeded . for Tailoring". A.t this meet­
ing there were thirty two leaders representing ten organ­
isations. The subject matter was subsequently given to
these organizations. In mostw-cases these. included awork period when pressing cus"tions wer made.
SUB PBOJECT B--Construction
Gar.ment construction techniques have always been popular
with Home Demonstration Club members in Yuma County.
During 1947, the �hief achievement in this field was
adoption ot short cuts in sewing from a Leader meeting
conducted by Miss Helen Church, State Clothing Specialist.
Mis.s Church wrote a bulletin for this meeting entitled
·Save Time by Short Cuts". The shcrt cuts taught at
this meeting have proven. very popular both last year
and this current year and have been used not only with
adult groups but with 4-H clubs as lIell.
After two years, the Agent is still observing instances
of the use of these short cuts as she goes above over the
count,}.. The wrist pin cushion is much in use panl,­
because it is also one of the first year 4-H clothing
requirements but also because of the above short cut
meeting. The jif1'y method of puttiIg in zippers is being
used. in ever.y community. Last year,. 168 homemakers
repcr ted using one or more ot the shortcuts in sewing.
No report has been requested tor this year but doubtless
there are as many or more.
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In April, 1948, Miss Helen Church initiated a progra.
with Home Demonstration Clubs on "Use or Sewing Machine
Attachments". This took the for.. of all � meeting
with the Wellton Home Demonstration Club. llembez-)brought
their sewing machines and were actua� instructed
in the use of their own attachments. Subsequent17, the
Agent conducted similar meetings with all Home Demonstration
Clubs. It was estimated a year ago that one hundred arid
eigh't7-one hom_akers had e%tended their use of sewing
machine attachments because of these meetings. OJ;1e woman
enthusiastical� remarked art was the best meeting I ever
attended. I just didn't know how wonderful sewing machine
attachments can be". In t he case of the Gadsden am Roll
Home Demonstration .Clubs, repeat demonstrations were helli
in order that the women might become even better acquainted
, With their attachments.
While the Agent has net had time for meetings, as such, on
sewing machine attachments this current year, meetings have
been held in all communities with Leaders in charge. Women
thus assisted in use of attacbments and in correctlJr adjusting
the machine is one hundred rort,r-!ive.
This current year, the tailoring school has been the major
undertaking in the clothing field. As already told liiss
Helen Church, Clothing Specialist, laid the foundation for
the school at fihe Leader meeting in February. In July the
Home Demonstration Agent sent a letter to club representatives
enclosing an enrollment card. This enrollment card was stated
as follows:
ftI wish to enroll in the raribring School
Yes No
.
I piiii"to J(�a)QP""e"""{-c�h-ec�k one)
Coat Suit
I will attend the four mee"'tiO:-n-g-s-n-ee-e8s� for
finishing the garment
Yes No
-S!!!"'!i-gn-e""Pd
----�N�am-e--------
Address "
During July thirty one enrollments were received fairly evenly
distributed between a preference for coats and suits. All Home
Demonstration Clubs were represented and in addition there
were twalva 4-H club leaders.
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In August the Clothing Specialist spent one day in the
County planning tor the school. By the time of her aI\­
rival forty" wOllen had enrolle d so it was decided to ha-ve
a daY' for the suit group and another for the coat group.
The series of meetings was planned to include four for
each group beginning in September and ending in November.
The weather this Fall has been extremely hot. . Very fortunate]T,
one ot the ladies in the class with a new home and a cooling
STatem invited the groups tor the first two meetings in the
series. As a result we were able to forget the heal= and a
verr successful. beginning was made'. Miss Church used p,rojeetor
slides to give a survey of all the steps involved from start
to finish. As before told, there was on hand a large supply
of samples from wnich to make selections of materials as well
as findings. Bust measurements of all class members were
taken. The tape line was placed above the bust rather than
over the fullest p.art as has been the custom in the past�
During October, two all dq meetings were held on suit making
and two on coat making. Arter material a�d patterns had been
selected, shoulder pads were made fran craoline and sbeet
cotton _"ysing specifications given by Miss Church. These
should'pads proved to be one ot the outstanding features of v/
the finished garments. Next followed cutting from the patters
selected muslin garments. These were then fitted and V817
carefully fitted to the owners. Grain lines were ve17 dare­
tully watched.. If the materials were not marked "sanforized"
it was shrunk by class members at home following directions
by Miss Church. Pattern alterations 'Were made from the muslin atter
i1tting. Garments were then cut following 'Ve17 detinite in­
structions by' Miss Church. The following bulletins were used
as source material. At the first meeting each class member
made up a kit of these bulletins together with mimeograph sheets
on •stay lines" compiled by lIiss Church:
U. S. Dept. of Agr. Farmer's Bulletin No. 1894"Coat Making
.at Home"
U. S. Dept. of Agr. Mis. Pub. ,91 "How to Tailor a Woman's Suit".
U. S. Dept. of Agr. Fanner's Bulltin No. 1968 "Pattern Alteration".
U. S. Dept. ot Agr. Farmer's Bulletin No. 1964. "Fittin Dresses·.
In November it was neeessa17 for Miss Church to come one day
in addition to the regularly scheduled series in order to
complete all instructions. In addition the Agent spent four
days with special work with neighborhood groups. At the
,8.
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present writing thirty-six suits and coats have been
completed and without exception they are outstanding
in appearance. Every one concerned is proud aspeaeocks.
On the surtace, the Tailoring School, may �pear to have
been a heavy- expenditure of time for results obtained.
However, the very opposite is true. By" it, thirty six Leaders,
adult and h-H have reached a higher level of accomplishment
than ever before. They will undoubtedly be very helpful
in building correct clothing procedures in their communities
for years to come. As the Agent sees it, it'twice the time
and effort had been spent, it lIOuld have been time and effort
well spent.
A number of years ago, the Home Demonstration Agent, because
of popular demand, held meetings in all communities including
the northem 1B rt ot the County on t be making of paper
'
dress torms. JlaDy' dress forms were made at that time, and
since the Agent has heard f rom time to time of groups who
have met to make forms for each other. This year, however,
there has been a real revival of interest in the making of
forms. 'When the Agent could not find an eJq)erienced Leader,
she has, upon request, conducted lI'Ork meetings herself. There
were tour such meetings. It is interesting to note that in
two instances forms were made for girls who are to be awq
fro. home attending college. The mothers needed the forma
so �s to be able to dress make for them lIhile they were away.
This current year, because of a crowded program, clothing
.eetings in preparation for Christmas have had to be cur­
tailed. There were, 'boEver, a number of such meetings with
Leaders in charge. For these the A.gent furnished illustrative
material, etc., as follows: Patterns' for Stuffed Toys; Stencil
Jtatterns With Stencil Pai)tts_;; AApprrootn Patterns.S� f. clr"C -� I �vt;��ere has bee�time for formal meetings in clothing
Economics during the current year, the 1nfl�ce of previous
years work has had its influence. For s everyears Clothing
Economics was carried under·the caption "Care of Clothing
Series". The first of the series was "Identification of
Fibres", the second was "Laundering Teehniques", the third
was "Dey Cleaning". Later the series branched out into Clothing
Storage. The phase chosen was storage of shoes and sewing
equipment and included a work meeting for making, among other
things, portable sewing cabinets. These cabinets have proven
very popular. The first year they were made in all Home Demon­
stration Clubs. Since then there have been numerous reports
of sewing cabinets having bee�made. Last year the Agent supervised
the making of portable sewing cabinets by the members of the
Snyder Ranch Home Makers Club, which is a division of the Roll
),fiss :Mariel Hopkins
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Club. At the County- Homemaker Council meeting in October
ot this Tear, requests came fran two clubs to again make
cabinets. The Agent plans to comp}T with the request in
19SO. A Leader meeting on mJardrobe Planning with Miss
Helen Church, Clothing Specialist, in charge has been
planned for November of 19,0.
Before leaving clothing work with adult mention should be
made of three request work meetings w.ith .special groups who
requested help with sewing in of zippers, with seam finishes
and wi.th bound button holes. . At Wellton, the Homemaker Club
made articles and had a Bazaar, the proceeds of which went
toW&.rd a Jouth Community- Center, a project in process in t,he district.��'A · vt-� - tH-��our Tears now, the JuMjr Agricultural Fair has consider-
ably altered the activites of the Home Demonstration Agent with
k-H Clothing Club Work. Active step-up in project and .peeial
preparation has continued fmm January until the Fair began.
This current year, Miss Maryetta Shoup, Home Demonstration
Agent .Alt,...J,.�Sb- was in the County the first two weeks of the
month18dd�ssisted with the development of demonstrations.
Subjects for clothing demonstrations were as follows:
Choosing Becoming Clothes; Making and Equipping a Sewing
Box; Types of Seams J Making a Bound Button. Hole; Putting in
a Skirt Hem; Making a Cloth Stuffed Toy_ In the larger clubs
there were elimination'contests and o� the most represent­
ativa demonstrations. were included in the Fair program.
The clothing exhibit at the Fair was larger in both qU8lltitT
and quality as compared with all previous years. All clothing
clubs came through with good exhibits. Particularly to be
mentioned are the Jolly Commuters Club, the Yuma Mesa Club;
the 'Bouse Club. The Jolly Commuters is a club made up of
High School boys and girls from the Crane and Rood areas.
They have a leader lIho has had much experience in clothing
construction and who is untiring in her 4-H leadership efforts.
All girls in the club exhibited costumes and s,ome of the girls
were chosen to represent the County a t the State Romd-Up
Dress Revue. The Yuma-Uesa Club is a small club o£ eight girls all of
Junior age which has been organiz,ed for two years. Their Leader,
as 1V1.th the Jolly Commuter Leader, is a woman of much more than aterage
ability and energy. All club members received blue ribbons on all
their exhibits. The Bouse Club is a small club in the northern part of
the County. This is the third year the club has exhibited each
year, with very limited equipment, they have come through 1Vi th blue
ribbon entries. Their leader has shown marked ability in 11) rking
with the girls and has spent long hours in instructing them. They
Hiss Mariel Hopkins
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have met in the school house and worked atter school and on
Saturday. The J,gent is sorry to report that the Leader
has moved to another state. .slt present it seems doubtful
that the club can be as outstanding for the coming year.
In February, two meetings were held in the interest of 4-H
Clothing Judging work. Both were conducted by Miss Helen
Church, State Clothing Specialist. One was held at the
Mohawk School and was attended by the 4-H Clothing Club
girls from the Wellton-Mohawk area. The other was held
at the Somerton School and. was attended by the 4-H Clothing
Club girls from Gadsden, Somerton, Rood, Crane and North
Gila Ca.munities. Both meetings featured a discussion of
clothing judging followed by the actual judging of rings
of aprons and slips prepared fran the garments the Itoll
girls and the Somerton girls had made.
The Dress Revue at the Junior Agricultural Fair this year
was more formal than in the preceding three years. The
stage was set up with a large door representing a 4-H Record
book. Flanked on either side .and all across the rear and
sides of the stage were desert flowers. The Dress Revue
entrants were admitted through the Record Book door. Four
senior 4-H girls who had recently made trips to the Congress
in Chicago acted as mistresses of ceremony. They were dressed
in long party dresses. The narrators were Mona Berry and
Joan C amon wbile Betty Frauenfelder and Mary Lott officiated
at the Reco� Book door.
Winners were declared by the judge (Iliss Helen Church) in both
senior and junior divisions as follows: Junior division
winner, Julia Sleeth of the YUma Mesa Club; Senior division
winners, Nedra Tudor, Dixie Anderson, Billie Jean Dhitman,
Jill Cannon, all of the Jolly Commuters Club.
Julia Sleeth modeled a blue cotton broadcloth dress in semi­
tailored lines .... Her costume was outstanding but because
the ROlllld-Up dress revue this year was not open to Junior age
girls, she was not awarded a trip.
Nedra Tudor's costume consisted or a suit made from a oomb1n­
ation of plaid and hamonizing plain flannel. The cOlor pre­
dominating was.dust.y rose or orchid. Anav.y blue thread ran
through the plaid of the material so Nedra chose nav.y blue
accessories--suede shoes and bag, "Beanie" hat andgLoves. Nedra
made a very nice lace trimmed white slip. She did not, 'however,
make' her blouse because of the time involved. Nedra received
a blue ribbon at the Round-Up and she plans to make a 4-H costume
again this eoming year.
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Dixie Anderson made 8; cotton print "be'st" dress. Tbe
material had a diagonal floral stIpe with blue green
color pr�dominating. She did particularlY' well in
'
choice of design and in workmanship. The dress had a
bustle effect in the back. Dixie wore black velvet ac­
cessories with rhinestone trim. These included a velvet
ribbon choker for her neck, slippers and hand bag. Dixie
did very well at Round-Up and she plans to make a 4-H
co�t�e agaiD this coming year.
Billie Jean Whitman made a party dress costume. She used
a sheer material which her mother brought her from South
America. It was 'very interesting,' of a delicate crepe
weave, called in South America "organdy". Billie Jean
picked up the colors in the floral design in a multicolored
velvet ribbon sash. She made a white lace collar and wore
white accessories. These included a suume r hat, slippers,
handbag and lace gloves. �illie received a red ribbon at
the Round-Up Dress �vue.
Jill Cannon made a light blue chambray school dress. She
chose a Princess style and the seams were outlined 'with
embroidery insertion. The workmanship on the dress was very
good indeed. However, Jill' is at the age where she is
developing very rapidl1'. She put the dress away after the
Fair and did nat again try it on until the Round-Up. Then
to her amazement the dress did not fit. Beeause of this,sne
rece!ved a white ribbon at the Round-Up Dress. Revue•
.is this report is being written clothing clubs have been
organized for the year 1949-S0. Leaders are functioning
better than in any previous year. Tbis is ,largely" due to
efforts and contacts of previous years supplemented by
incantive gained at the state 4-H Leader Camp held this
current August, and by a Leader Meeting held this Oetober
in Yuma.
xv• Home Management
SUB PROJECT A--Selection
Sinee a Home Management SIS cialist _6 added to the staff
two years ago in the person ot Miss Grace Ryan, the Agent
has observed a real advance in Home Management and Home
Furnishing Work in the County.
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The 1947 meeting on "KitchenStorageft was held in
May nth nine communities represented by their leaders.
The specialist brought with her excellent illustrative
materia and the morning was spent in discussing things
that can be done to improve kitchen storage follo�ng
the them�of making the kitchen work tor the homemaker,
rather than the homemaker lfor1d.ng for the kitchen.
In the afternoon, the group was taken tor a tour of the
Manual Training Center at the Yuma Union High School.
The instructor in charge demonstrated the proper use of
such tools as: eross-cut saws; rip saws; chisels, rasps,
planes.
The entire day was well spent and the leaders expressed
themselves as judging the subject matter practical and
ve17 10gicall7 presented.
)liss iTan, the Specialist, lett her illustrative material
for use in the individual club meetings. It included sug­
gestions for stagger and vertical sectioning of shelves
and drawers to make for convenient ldtchen storage; devices
such as knife holders, spice shelves, arrangement ot equip-
ment to make for saving labor, etc. There was a file of picture
clippings and an ample supply" of a reprint of the Country­
Gentlemen, May, 1946, article entitled "Better Kitchen Storage".
This furnished material for excellent meetings on "Kitchen
Storage" in all Home Demonstration Clubs.
Last year and this year two hundred and thirty seven home­
makers have reported usingat least one suggestions. Reports
are as follows:
Number who have seored their kitchens 143
Number who have made a labor or time saving
improvement 219
Number who have fixed a better work area l22
Number who have stored items near job 21$
Number who have planned storage to fit articles 116
Number who have studied storage for articles
seldom used 108
This Fall of 19)8, the Agent has made two home visits for
other Home Demonstration work and has been ple asantly sur-
I prised to find de£inite evidence of Miss lq'an I s first kitchen
storage meeting. One of these was a new home ,and the kitchen
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looked as though it might have been constructed tram the
leaflet "Better Kitchen Storage-. .Every dish and every pot and pan
in t he kitchen had definitely had storage planned for it.
The other kitchen was a re-Ilodeled one and showed definiteq
the use of Miss Ryan's Extension Folder 49 entitled "Plan
your Kitchen Storage".
In Januar,y of 1948, the second leader meeting was held on
"kitchen storage" with Miss �an in charge.
As is the custom the meeting began at t en in the morning.
Nine communities were again represented by leaders and
a busy day was spent. This time, rather than storage for
for small equipment th• .ork centered around floor plans
and the arrangement or .large equipment. This work has
subsequently been presented to all Home Demonstration Clubs.
Homemakers who were definitelJ' planning to build or remodel
their homes and who promised to make use of the material were
supplied with miscellaneous publications No. 622 of the United
States Department of Agriculture entitled "Your F� Home
Cut-Outs to Help in Planning. Twenty-seve.. or these publications
were given out and the names recorded. All have reported using
the cut-outs in planning.
This current year "Cut-out" books have been given out by'
special request to rural homemakers who are prospective
"builders" • There have been twelve of these. All have reported
finding the cut-outs very helpful.
In October of 1949, Kiss Ryan was again in Yuma County for our
Home Demonstration Council meeting. She brought along the
floor plans and miniature replica of the eJP ending farm house
which had been prepared ror the Country Life Conference at the
University. This Miss Ryan used for an illustrated discussion
on the subject at the meeting. She lett the material and it
remained in the County until this current Fall. It was used
tor the following:
(1) Discussion at various Home Demonstration Club :Meetings.
(2) An E:xhibit in the Agent's ofrice
(3) Illustrative material for talks at Yuma..lrfesa and Crane
Farm. Bureau meetings.
(4) Illustrative material for work on storage wi. th senier
4-H girls.
The last of November, 1948, a-leader meeting was held on the
subject "Problem Windows" "With Miss Ryan in charge. ��e subject
was chosen because of a preference expressed b.1 seve� communities
as a follow up of the County Council meeting in October. Follow
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up of this leader meeting has been a part of the current
Tear's program as follows: In December, three Home Demon­
stration Club meetings attended by the .Agent with the topic
under discussion "Problem WindoW's" and using the illustrative
JIB tenal left in the County by Miss Ryan. This kit was loaned
on three occasions for meetings which were led by leaders. In
Januar.y, two additional Home Demonstration Club meetings on
"Problem lfindows" attended by the Agent. The kit was loaned
four times for Leader conducted meetings.
Since that time, the Agent has used the "Problem Window" subject
matter to help with request conferences on selection of drapes,
ete. There have been seventeen such requests.
SUB PROJECT A--Selection
One Home Demonstration Club voted to actual� make drapes, for
one of their members who had been a member of the community for
many years and who recently moved into a new home built on the
place. The Agent helped with the selection of material to
.
hannonize with the "ice-green" walls. Lined drapes were made by the
club under the supervision of the Agent. They were really' profeSSional
looking When finished and the room was made over in appear-
ance. Every one concerned was delighted. It is estdmabed that
one hundred homemakers have actual� used the subject matter of
the leader meeting "Problem Windows" in their homes.
In March, of the current year, Miss -Ryan was in charge of a
Leader meeting on bti,Ying techniques, the subject of which was
"Outwitting the Dolla r". Twelve leaders were present represen�
ing eight communities. Miss Ryan handled a difficult subject in
a ver,y interesting and worth while w�. Her illustrative material
was well selected and ever,y woman present expressed themselves as
much j_nterested. Because of work on the Fair and consequently
necessary interruption of the regular program follow-up
meetings were deferred until May. Iri May two requests were
answered for help in presenting "outwitting the Dollar". One
of these _s fran the Wednesday Afternoon Club and the other
from the Wellton Home Demonstration Club. The kit was loaned
on two other occasions for the use' of leaders. In June
three meetings were conducted � the Home Demonstr�tion Agent
and four by Leaders. In July the Gadsden Home Demonstration Club met for
}liss Mariel Hopldns
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an all day pot luck meeting at lib ich time Club members
ittbCIestJW entered into a lively discussion. This
was true, in fact with all meetings' conducted by the
Agent on the subject and Leaders have reported similar­
�. lbile result s are intangible and 'no", attempt has been
made to reduce them to mathematical proportions it is UD­
doubte� true that much good has been done.
4�H CLUB WORK
As. before stated 4-H Club .ork in Home Management is the
newest project for both 4-Hers and their Leaders 8ld
w.:lll require patience to build to good proportions both
because it appeals to fewer girls and it is harder to
reduce to concrete proportions. It would seem' that good
progress has been made when a demonstration team trom
tour clubs chose. to work on a Home Management demonstrati'on
tor the Fair. Clubs and demonstrations, are as follows:
Jolly Commuters
Stitch" Cackle
Yuma Mesa
North Gila
storage in the Home
Boom Improvement
Clothing Storage
Bed Making
These demonstrations were all given at the Junior Agric­
ultural Fair and the one on Storage in the Home slated
to be given at the Round-Up. In May, the Agent was sorry
to receive word trom the State Office that the demonstration
could not be given because there was no competing team. At
the time' of the Round-Up, it was leamed that Pinal CountY'
had a team similarly disappointed. They had classified
their demonstration as Home- Furnishings. On comparing the
two demonstrations it us found. that they coUld easily have
been classified together. It is therefore recommended, that, until
the field of 4-H Home Management has increased appreciably in
size the matter of sub-divisions be discontinued in classft,.mg
c'ontests.
SUB P·ROJECT B-Construction
Home Demonstration Clubs have been working with upholster.y
,and slip' covers for many years, so there is a good anount tS
experienced inf'ormation on the subject in all co_unities.
Beeause of a full program, the Agent now personall1' su� r­
vises work meetings only when it js to maintain standards.
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In April ot this current year, there were two such
slip cover work Dleethings when a davenport and chair were very
satisf'actor:l.:q covered.. In MaY' the Agent conferred with
two hOllemakers, giving directions tor amolD'lts and kinds ot
material' to purchase as well as general directions. In
August, a group ot women from the Baptist Church of Somerton
and vicinitY' called on the Agent. They wanted to cover a
studio couch which makes down into a bed and didn't knoW' just
how to go about it. The Agent met with them and supervised
the process. It turned out ve17 well to the delight ot all the
women.
In September, the Agen� met with three Home Demonstration
Clubs. Three all daY' work meetings were involved in the
interest of rejuvenatiDg the furniture at the Cammunity Rest
Room in Yuma. Since the Best Room was instituted some
twelve years agc> by the Home .I8monstration Clubs and has
tunctioned during the years for the benefit of the club women
as well as for Yuma women and children, it was voted to make
new covers. The old novera were badl)" worn. The three clubs
were as follows: Gadsden; North Gila; Wellton. The Agent
supervised the work\all three days with the following result.
Springs in six cushions entirely rebuilt. One chair entire17
rebuilt; one davenport re-slip covered; three overstuffed chairs
re-slip covered.
In 1948, a Yuma County 4-H girl, Betty Jo (Bo-Feep) Frauen­
relder represented Arizona at the 4-H Congress in the "Better
Methods Electric" contest. He r special problem was dish- .
washing and the study" led her first to make a car"'"t on coasters
for carrying dishes to and from "WOrking units. She drew
floor plans of the kitchen and dining roo. _- and�;rinally
interested her mother and father in utilizing a porch in an
entire reorganization of equipment for work simplification.
The other day the Agent visited the home and found the
father with carpenter re�uilding the back of the house. The
father said .See what �Peep and her Better Methods contest
have gotten us into" Everyone is hapw over the prospect of
a modern kitchen built for work simplification.
SUB PROJECT A.--Related Agencies
For the past four years, the first place, on the list of helps
from related agencies goes 'to the Yuma Senior Chamber otl
Commerce and to the Crane School. The Chamber of Commerce has
furnished funds for all cash prizes at the Junior Agricultural
Fair and for trips to the 4-H Round-Up in Tucson. The Crane
School has been host for four years for the Junior 19riculnral
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Fairs and tor the Recognition Banquets., Not too much
can be said for the splendid cocperatdng of the school
principal, Mr. Warren Sirrine as ...ell as his grounds main­
tenance staft.
SUB PROJE.cT :S--Conterences
Conferences attended by the Agent wi thout the Count,.. may be
listed Chronologica� as follows:
December S to 10--Annual Extension Conference, Tucson
Februar,y 7 and a-Extension Radio School, Tucson
April 2-Arizo,na Ho.e' Economics lsso'ciation, Tucson
April"18 to 2l-Countey Lite Conference, Tucson
June 6 to 10--4-H Round-Up Tucson
Aug 29 to Sept. 4--State Home Demonstration Conference,
Broken Arrow Ranch
Sept. is to l7..-Yavapai County Fair, Prescott
.ov. 14 to 19--.lnnual Extension Conference, Tucson
This current year has had t...o Annual Extension Conferences,
the reason being the advancing ot time one month this Fall.
At the Extension Conference in December the principal
ott-campus speaker was Director C. oW. Rubel of the Agricultural
Extension Service, University of California. He spoke to the
sub jects -Trends in Agricultural Extension W'orkn and Modernizing
the Agricultural. Extension Service". Mr. J. Howard Pyle, Program
Director of KTAR in Phoenix spoke on "Keeting the Feople". All
these addresses were practical and time�7.
On campus speakers wer� Director Pickrell, Dean Burgess and
Dr. Hawkins. Dr. Hawkins talked on the subject "Instruction
in Agriculture.at the College Level in Arizona" and presented
the results of' a ver,y �nteresting survey of the teaching
loaJ6s in the various Land Grant Colleges in the United States.
Director Pickrell gave us a general trend of the conference
while Dean Burgess talked on "Training for Service".
The Home Demonstration Staff cooperated ina panel discussion
nServing the Farm Fanil,... at one general session. In this
panel discussion the Yuma County Home Demonstration Agent was'
assigned the topic IIGetting the Home Management Program
Across". She told of the C01mty activities in Home Manage­
ment Specialist and _ used as illustrative material the miniature
expanding house and charts prepared b.1 Jerald Caia.
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Home Demonstration Agent sessions were highlighted b.Y
photographic school when actual supervision was given
in photography. A discussion or "The Wetzel Gridn
by Dr. Ethel Thompson which is an, improve method for
measuring children's growth standards was particularl;r
interesting.
The two day Radio School held on the University Campus
was led by Mr. Joe Tomkin, Information Specialist from
the Washington Office. It was a very worthwhile two
days spent in giving new points in making BroadC8,Sts
real� function.
The Agent was on Annual Leave April 2 nd in, order to attend
the Arizona Home Economics Association meeting in Phoenix.
This was the last meeting for her to preside asPresident.
The morning was spent in a business session. At noon
there was aluncheon and program on Home Safety. More than
a hundred home economists from all over the state werein
attendance.
�
The CountryGLii'e Conference was held on the University"
C_pus, April 18th to 21st.
Four communities were represented by four dele gates as
follows: Mrs. Cloa Cannon, Rood; Mrs. Jay Rohrbough,
Wellton, Mrs. George Iott, Gadsden; lira. BelYl Cravens,
Somerton. Reasons for the poor attendance were: schools
in seSSion; Men working the fields. The Yuma season seems
to be just sufficiently more advaneed to make the difference.
However, the change in time seemed favorable for most of the
state. We hope for a much lr gar Yuma County delegation next
year. The four delegates who attended are loud in their
.
praj.ses of the Conferences.
D.ta1l� of the State 4-H Round-Up have been told elsewhere
in this report so will not be repeated here.
The Annual State Home Demonstration Conference was held at
Broken Arrow Ranch" Hereford, Arizona. This is a country
community near Bisbee Junction in Cochise County. The Agent
spent Mond.-, August 29, in travel to the conference. On
Tuesday, August .30, sessions began at nine in the morning.
For Tuesday, _dnesday, Thursday, and Friday, there were
morning and afternoon sessions with two evening sessions.
The entire time was very profitably spent, highlighted with
discussions led by Mrs. Lydia Anne Lynde, Specialist in Parent
Education from the V{ashington office.
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The specialists were each helpful in their partieular
fields. :Miss Grace Ryan demonstrated the use of ease
studies as a teaching :technique .6or money management.
Miss Rava Lincoln talked on securing and using the data
or Leaders reports.. Miss Helen Church showed the ad­
vantageous use of sliqes in presenting clothing subject
matter. Miss Jean Stewart stressed the importance of
Extension planning. Mrs. Lois Harrisonand :Mrs. Mae
Baldridge told very :interestingly of' their Extension
summer school experiences at Colorado State Colle ge in Ft. Collins.
The Ranch itself was a lovely experience. The Harr.y Plunkett
family, proprietors, were wonderful hosts and among other
things J the meals will be long remembered. Mis.s Stewart secured
, some people of ,prominence who live near the ranch to appear
on the program. Among them was Mr. Welton Heald, Author and
Rancher, who spoke on the subject ffYour Arizona".
While the main topics of discussions were on problems ot
reports, advanci{1g the frontiers of Home.Economics, organizing
la.-H Club Work, etc., the thing that will perhaps have the
moo t lasting influence will be the philosophical approach
to all problems presenting themselves to Home Demonstration
Agents.
From the fifteenth to the seventeenth of September the Agent
was out ot Yuma County serving as one of the of!ieal judges
.
at the Yavapai Count,. Fair. She judged all entries in foods
and in canning. The Fair was liell organized, the mmen in charge
very helpful, and everything went s�.oothly. It was the first
time the Agent had visited a County Fai.r in .Arizona and she
thoroughly enjoyed the experience.
The Annual Extension Conference this November proved one of the
most helpful we have had so far. The out of state speakers was the
Associate Director of Extension from NeW' Mexico. Mrs. Mildred
Wiegley Wood from the Phoenix Junior High School gave an excellent
talk on Family' Relations. .A. University faculty member and the
Vice President of the Valle.y National Bank in Phoenix gave
us timely information on our National and International Democratic
processes. One general session was devoted to 4-H club work.
It was worked out in the form of a skit to explain how to con­
duct training meetings for 4_H Club Leaders. Doth the general
sessions and the Home Demonstration sessions were unusually usable
on the County level.
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XVIII. COMMUNITIES
Of conferences within the County, the following may be told
chronologically:'
In December there were two such meetings. OD December
3rd a luncheon meeting was held in the San Carlos Hotel
with representatives from the Chamber or Commerce, 4-H
Club Leaders� Mr. Sirrine ot Crane School and the County
Extension staff in attendance. The main topic under
discussion was to determine where the Junior Agricultural
Fair was to be he1.d this year. Sheds had been purchased
at the Air Base to furnish shade for the animals and these
sheds had to be moved withQ-q,1f .9.elay. It was :finally decided
to" hold the Fair at Crane� 12 rmanent grounds to be �
decided upon when plans for a County Fair have materialized.
The second December meeting was held on the fourth when
the Yuma COWlty 4-H Council met for luncheon at the Valley
Cafe. Regular busdness of the Council was dispatched.
In Januar,r, a special meeting of the 4_H Council partlcpated
in by Council members, Leaders and County staff members, was
held to make plans for the 4-H Float to be used in the
Silver Spur Rodeo �.� •
In February, a 4-H Leader meeting was held to plan for the
4-H Fair.
This was a luncheon"meeting at the Valley Cafe with Forty
leaders in attendance. The chief work of the meeting was
that of deciding departments, entries, program, superin­
tendents, awards, Etc., for the Fair Catalog. At this meeting,
Miss Maryett.a Shoup from the State Office was present. On
Februa:cy 21st Miss Shoup returned to the County and worked
in the various communities with 4-11 Leaders on demonstrations.
Her report is attached.
,In Msy, the Home Demonstration Agent and the Assistant County
Agent went to Parker the morning of the eleventh for the purpose
of conferring with Indian Agent Officials and with Mr. Kenneth
McKee concerning future 4-H Club work in the area now being
opened tor settlement to Indian families. The time was spent
largely in a discussion of methods emplo,yed for carr.ying on
4-H club work. Plans were made for prospective leaders to
attend the 4-H Leader Camp to be held in Flagstaff during
August. It is thought that a good beginning in 4-H club work can
be made next year and that it will grow as the Parker project
develops.
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.usa ill May, the 10 cal chapter at the Daughters of the
her:l.ean Revolution requested a conferenee with the Agent
on Youth Activities. The time was spent in discussing
4-H elub work and the importance of adult leadership.
In July the Home Demonstration Agent met as a part of
the Yuma County Lt,-ti Council in the basement of the City
. Hall on the twenty-third. Future plans were developed
tor 4-H events and some very good suggestions came out
of the diseussion.
In August the Home Demonstration Agent went in Company
with the Assistant County A.gricultural Agent, to Parker.
The purpose was a second conference with the committee
from the Indian Agency to talk over 4-H club plans.
The Agent took along a s14>Ply of 4-H Home Economics project
bulletins and eJq:>lained t;hem to the women present at the
meeting. Two project leaders were selected to work with
�s. Ben Langendorf the overall Home Economies leader. TheY'
are: llrs. Chas. H. Smith, Parker; Mrs. Morris Sevada, Poston.
These ladies were present with their husbands and gave every
promise of be� good leaders. Enroute to and from Parker,
club leaders at Bouse and at Quartzsite were contacted in the
interest of getting in record books and of attending the 4-H
Leader Caap. At, Bouse two of our older 4-H club girls signed
up to go to 4-H Camp and c.tE' ,Quartzsite two leaders made
final arrangements to attend the Leader Camp.
1180 during August, conrerences were held in cooperation
.
With Miss Helen Yost or Yuma. Kiss Yost is the official
person to work for the placement of "displaced persons"
from abroad. In a number of instances she has nbt know how
to reach people in our rural areas. The Home Demonstration
Agent has on two occasions g�ne with her to show her where
people live. In each instance the Agent felt it worth
while from an Extension angle because she was able to talk
with bomemalce rs about Home Demonstration and 4-H club work.
Kiss Yost has been quite suceessful in placing families and
in all instances, in rural areas, the fan 111es are much
needed for the work they can do.
In September, a new procedure was instituted. The State
4-H Staft came to the County in 8ep'ilber on the 19th and
20th, and two interesting sessions were held with the AssistO
ant County Agent and the Home Demonstration J.gent. Plans
were made I the County 4-H program at that time.
f1A/"
.
'
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Decisions made have been elsewhere given in this report.
Iri October, a County 4-H Council meeting to plan\ for
the Recognition Event and to elect officers was held the
morning of the eighth. In the at'ternoon of the s sme day,
a very satisfactor,y 4-H Leaders meeting was held. Twenty­
four leaders and County .,rkers were in attendance. The
results of the conference with Mr. :McKee and Mrs. Kight­
linger were reported to the group and there was discussion
of the separation of 4-H Club work from any class room
curriculum. The group formed an official County Leader
Association, elected officers, and delegated certain
authority to the Executive Board thus formed.
In November the Agent conferred with these groups concerning
program plans tor 'the coming year. One was the newly formed
Yuma Mesa Veterans HomeMaking Club. The Agent explained the
workings of the' Home Demonstration movement in Arizona. They
were much interested in the �ension program for the year and
voted to send leaders to our various leader meetings, "Refinishing
Furn1.ture" on November 30th. The other was a meeting ot yO\lng
homemakers who are planning a so-calle d "uplift" program for
the year. Their overall theme is "Happiness". ,The Agent was
able to weave in Home Demonstration sugg���i;.ons and through
their program chair.man will be reached �Home Demonstration
program�, Camp Fire guardians had a work shop ear 11' in the
month and asked the Agent to talk on "Understanding the Girl".
The Agent used the new Children's Bureau bulletin "Your Child
fram 6 to 12" as background material.
SUB PROJECT C-�blici�
Publicity may be classified under three heads as follows:
newspaper, radio broadcasts, circular and mimeographed letters.
The Yuma Daily Sun, which is the looal newspaper, has given
regular publicity to 4-H club work as well as other activities
of the Extension program. The Home Demonstration Agent has
shared with other staff members ot the County Agricultural
Agentst office, a farm page appearing each Saturday in the
paper.
As before told, the Home Demonstration Agent from time to
time has given a 1, minute broadcast over KIW, Yuma.
Most of these were given as her share of a regular week�
1, minute broadcast series given under the auspices of the
County Agricultural Agent's Office. Some of these dealt
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with Home Economics subjec;,,�JP��� while others
publicized special events�·JUD1or Agricultural
Fair, COUlltv' Life Conference, State 4-H Ro-und Up,
4-B Camp J 4-H Recognition Banquet, 4-H Exhibit at the
State Fair, regular Home Demonstration Club meetings
and special leader meetings.
There have also been lhiileographed newsletters sent to
all the mailing list, and as before told a 4-H newsletter
published cooperatively b.1 the !salt County Agricultural
Agent and the Home Demonstration Agent.
SUBPROJECT E--Achievement Days
This subject has been pretty well covered in previous dis­
cussions. Either through the Junior .Agricultural Fair, the
'Recognition Banquet, or individual achievements, all 4-H
elub girls who have eompleted projects, have taken part.
in achievement programs.
The Home Demonstration Agent was, herself', an unexpected
achievement winner this year. Since it was given because
ot her work as an Extension person, it seeJJlS only fair
to tell of it here. Each year, interrupted only- during
the war pe riod, the local paper, Yuma Da� Sun, conduets
a poll to determine the outstanding citizen of Yuma County
for the year. Before this year a man has been chosen and
since this year tne "man of the year" was a woman it made
quite widespread news.
the
who
as Yll­
county's outstanding citizen
1948 in the Yuma Daily Sun's
of the Year' selection. $he
been home demonstration ag­
and girls' 4-H club leader
Yuma county the past 12
years.
High Record Set
During those 12 years she has
set a high record of profession­
achievement, working patient­
for better homemaking prac­
tices among women and building
the girls' 4-H club program to
Its present active and successful
scope. She developed many girls
whose accomplishments in home
economics won them state and
national honors and brought Yu­
ma county additional fame ..
But OV0r and above the duties
of her job she has labored toM make Yuma county a better place
C in which, to live. She has given
ctS generously of what little time
S. remained after long working
ctS hours to aid dozens .of worth­
� while projects and organizations.
;;.:; She volunteers to help the things
ctS she believes in, and she has sel­
'8 1 rom' turned down a call for help
o. from ..Q:!._her,s.
• � Yuma county may well sal
-c - I 'its first Woman of the Year,
2 ctS whos� unselfish devotion has
..... !=: bencf'itt.ed her community in so
� � many ways- over such a long per­
tI- .� iod.
..... <
:J:
.....
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Martel Hopkins
others will testify.
"She is always ready and
willing to help any club with a
project requiring skill in hand­
craft," wrote Lucy Lee Robert­
son, president of Delta Kappa
Gamma, an educational SOCiety Forman,
for women teachers, bens, Mrs.
"There is not a club of any Beach, Jennie
kind that has not called upon Ham, Winifred E.
her at least once, but more oft-
L. Carter, Clarissa
en many times, to prepare a huge Corey, Blanche M.
dinner for some Important event. C. Flood and Clara
She has never failed to make Also Maty
that occasion a success." Doyne Maehling,
th ciet, Aleda Miller,Ruth Foster, president of e Boettcher, Edna U. Jones
. Becan in 1938 Yuma branch of the Americanc> garet Woolston, Pauline
ci Miss Hopkins' 4-H club girls Assoctation of Univer�ity W?m- Horn, Pat Martin, Janet B .
S first woni local accolade in 1938, en, points out that She gives ple, Vera Bernstein, Mary Mc­
Z when Adelle Fellet won state and freely of her time and talents. At Collom Martin, D6rothy Light­
I'"' then national honors in sewil1t. a moment's notice she
fills an
ner, Helen Koogler and Loure:r:re
Arter that, Yuma county and unexpected vacancy
at a church
Taylor Olson. ,
Miss Hopkins produced winners organ or piano., �he has contri- Al s 0 Charlotte I-Ierr:ing, Pa-
l " 1 buted much to the general wel-more or ess regul y. , lorna White, Virginia McIntosh,
.In 1940 Audrey Jean Spai:q of I fare of the community.' Garnet Byers, Lois Shlilpard,
Wellton was state clothing rep- Mrs. Madeleine P.. Jameson, Grace _Faulkner, Maybelli' Pyle,
resentative to the national 4-H president of the Business and Mabel Ward, Vlvtan .lIell�a'n,
club congress, where she won Professional Women's club, wrote Ruth McCoy, Helen Cheshre Ne­
the blue ribbon. Next year, Mil- that the community is ind�b�ed va Thomas, Leilia M. pane/!m\'­
dred McElhaney placed first in to Miss Hopkins for "trammg rna B. �isener, Joy Welter, Beu-
� the state dress revue and won young people to become s e I f- Jah White, Eva Junken, Jane
c.o the honor of attending the na- sufficient and responsible. Many Page, Fay, Merle D. Bickers, 01.
� tiona! meet.
-
a young woman attributes much ive A. Ammons, Ollis L. Gibson
o '1942 found Louisa Simons win- of her suc.c�ss as a ho�emaker Lizzie Bradford, Kathryn Haugh-
00 ning the state clothing contest I b the. trammg. s�e reCeIVe? �n- telin, Catherine Edwards, Marieffi and attending the National 4-H der MISS Hopkins leadershIp. E. Cox, Mrs. J. W. Longstreth,
Club Congress, and in 1944 Ann III 1\":ost all of th.ose Yumans who I Mrs. L. S. Landon, Mrs. LeohaRohrbaugh of Wellton went to nominated Miss Hopkins for Stevens, Mrs. R. D. Callcrman,Chicago en her record of achieve- I 'Woman of the Year' held her Anna Vincent, Mrs. Winifred
merit, followed the next year by contributions to the welfare of Moseley, Mrs. Jewel Jones, Della
Rachel Frauenfelder of Gadsden, children and omemaking most Harrison, Frances Hardy and
the state dress revue winner. highly. All over Yuma county, Rilla B. Leatherman.
4 in 194"7 from Salome to San Luis, from Martel Hopkins is worthy rna-
Roll to Yuma, she has won life- tron of the Order of EasternIn 1947 Yuma county sent four
long friends and admirers among Star, a member of the B. P. W.,girls to Chicago as state win- people who believe in the home Zonta, Delta Kappa Gamma, andTiers. They were Billie Simons,
and the importance of preparing the American Association of Uni­.Mona Berry, Mabel Rohrbough children to take their rightful versity Women.
and Joan Cannon. This year,
places in life. l'i Man of the Year for 1047, wasBetty Jo Fl'auenfelder and Mary -..- - th I t Maurie J H k tt
Lott were among the group of Slgnatures
-.-
. e a e Ie. ac e ,
six Yuma county 4-H clubbers Among those signatures
that
I
mana�er of t�e Yuma branch of
who won trips to Chicago. appeared on behalf of Miss Hop-
the FIrst NatlOI?al
b
Bank of Ari-
t· t h kins are these: Mrs. Curtis H. z�r:a
and a pubbc eneractor and
i Only a sincere devo IOn 0
er
S. 1\.1
ur R Shugart CIVIC leader here for many years,"work could h a v e produced so Keene, 1., rs. n., , I h d' d f heart att k invv
1M' PItt Berrie William J.
w 0 ie 0 .a ac! many . achievements, ! ra. acgc , New York during 1947.
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SUB ProJECT K--Recreations
During the last tour years, 4-H ClUb'recreation has
re'ceived impetus over previous years. Particularly is
this true tor the older youth groups. Meetings have
included a period for iiqing and for tolk dances. In
this the Agent has helped when it was expedient, some
times as accompanist, others as song leader and in
directing games.
One cannot be a Home Demonstration Agent in one County
tor fourteen years without maldng many contacts that serve
to stimulate community life, recreational and otherwise.
Hence many services have been rendered which, in themselves,
may not warrant mention but which have altogether been a
real positive factor.
E. OllrLOOK AND BECOltAMENDATIONS
As in previous years, the outlook for Home Demonstration
work in Yuma County seems to be one of comparative security
because the things, which the work has to offer are timely
and needed in the operation of homes.
With adult groups specific studies for the coming year
include:
Nutrition:
"Ueals that Can Wait" ·Salads from Local Grown Foods"
Clothing: .
"P·attern Alteration" "Wardrobe Planning"
Home Management and Home Furnishings:
"Special Wood Finishes· "Lighting in the Home and Lamp
Shades·
The 4-H Club program is becoming better integrated into
community life which should deepen its roots for real ac-
complishments.
.
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